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FOREWORD

The American Mathematical Society, with the financial support of the Nation-

al Science Foundation, held its First Summer Mathematical Institute from June 20

to July 31, 1953. The topic chosen was Lie Theory; twenty-nine mathematicians

active in this area attended. The six-week period provided opportunity both for

the interchange of ideas and for the subsequent shaping of ideas into theorems.

The five papers collected in this Memoir present some results achieved by the

participants.

We cannot yet assess the total effect of the Summer Institute. This volume,

however, is witness that it has substantially increased our knowledge of Lie

groups and Lie algebras.

A. M. Gleason

Editor





THE BETTI NUMBERS OF THE EXCEPTIONAL GROUPS

A. BOREL AND C. CHKVALLFY

The Betti numbers of the classical groups have been known for a long time

and can be obtained in several ways, (see e.g. Ill, (hap. Ill, |8|, and |9l for other

references); those of the exceptional groups have been given only more recently

(l4l, [10])^, with practically no proof, and the purpose of this Note is to describe

the actual computations which allow us to derive them from general statements

proved elsewhere. We will mainly use elementary divisibility considerations based

on the Hirsch formula (1.4), on the knowledge of subgroups of maximal rank (2l,

and their Poincare* polynomials. Thus this method requires a certain amount of in-

formation and, in that respect, is less satisfactory than that of |4l, based solely

on the study of the invariants of the Weyl group, but it has the advantage of lead-

ing to simpler computations. However, the method is not sufficient to deal with

EO, and there we shall also have to consider some invariants of the Wcyl group.

1. Preliminaries. 1.1. G will always denote a compact connected Lie group,

r((V) or r its rank; we recall that r(G) is the (common) dimension of the maximal

toral subgroups of G. If T r
is one of them, the quotient by T r

of its normal iser

in G is a finite group, the Weyl #rouj> W(G) of G
9 whose order will be denoted

ordW(G)', it may be identified in a natural way with the group of automorphisms

of the Lie algebra l
r

of T r which are induced by inner automorphisms, and /,,

will be the ring of polynomials over V with real coefficients which are fixed un-

der the operations of \b(G).

The classes of locally isomorphic compact connected non abelian simple Lie

groups are usually denoted by A
r , (r^7), fl

f , (r^2), G
r , (r^J), I)

r
, (r^4), (the clas-

sical structures), G
2 , ^4 , #6 , E 7 , g , (the exceptional structures). Their respec-

tive dimensions are r(r + 2), r(2r+l), r(2r + l), r(2r~l\ 14, 52, 78, /.??, 248, and

the orders of the respective Weyl groups are (r + .)l, rl 2
r

, r\ 2
r

, r\ ?
r
~^, 12,

2 7
- 32 , 2 7 34 5, 91 8, 101 .? . 26 ; subscripts denote rank.

1.2. //%), (resp. Il
l

(X))y will denote the cohomology algebra, (resp. the i-th

cohomology space) of the space X, with real coefficients, and

P(X,t)~ 2
t>0

its Poincare* polynomial.

1. Only cohomology over the field of real numbers is considered in this Note.
2. except however of

G^j (see [3]).
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By Hopf's theorem [5], combined with [3], or with H. Hopf, Comm. Math. Helv.

13(1940-41), pp. 119-143, (see also [l], Prop. 26.1), H\G) is the exterior alge-

bra of an r-dimensional subspace P, graded by odd degrees; in particular

the s^s being the degrees of a base of P; by Samel son's theorem ([8], [?], [l]),

one may take as P the subspace generated by primitive elements.

As well known, and as follows e.g. from (1.3) two compact connected locally

isomorphic Lie groups have isomorphic cohomology algebras over the reals, so we

can allow ourselves to speak about the Betti numbers of A
r , B r, etc., meaning by

that of course the Betti numbers of any representative of that structure. Recall

that

P(B
r , t)

= P(C
r , t )

^ (1+ 1
3

) U + t
7
)
..... U + t

4r ~
7
),

P(f)
r,t)

= (l+t
3
) Uf* 7

)
..... (l+t

4r ~5
) .(l+t

2r ~]
).

1,3. The ring /^
of invariants of W(G) has r algebraically independent gen-

erators (to be called hereafter primitive invariants) of degrees m^, ,
m

r
and

([4], see [l], 26-27 for a topological proof).

1.4. Let U be a closed connected subgroup of G, having the same rank as G.

Then the Kuler-Poincare' characteristic P(G/U,-1) of G/U is equal to the quo-

tient of ordW(G) by ord(T(60, (see [6]), and, by Hirsch formula, (proved e.g. in [l] f

26):

where the
rn^'s, (resp., the

rc^'s),
are the degrees of the primitive invariants of

W(G), (resp. W(U)).

In particular, if k different coefficients n^
are divisible by an-integer c, the

system (m-) has the same property.

1.5. Applying (1.4) to G/ T
r
,
one gets
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2(mj + + m
f )

- dim G + r, m
j
..... m

f
= ord W(G ).

Let now G be simple non abelian. Then, as well known, W(G) is absolutely irre-

ducible, therefore it has no linear invariant and only one quadratic invariant (up

to a multiplicative constant), so we may assume in that case:

m
l
= 2, m

t

> 2, (i > 2).

1.6. If a =
p j p is the factorisation of an integer a into prime num-

bers pp ...
, p/| ,

we set

we have E(a) > 0, S(a b) = S(a) f S(&), whence (a 6) > fc(a- /) - ,S(a).

2. The Poincare* polynomials of 6^ and
/^.

For ^
2 0-^) gives my -2,

m^
= 6, whence:

F
4

contains a subgroup of type R
4 , (see e.g. [2]); by (1.1) and (1.4), the co-

set space F^/B4 has vanishing odd-dimensional Betti numbers, and its Euler-

Poincar^ characteristic is equal to 3; since it is a compact orientable manifold,

we can apply Poincare* duality, and that shows

hence, if (m
f
) are the degrees of the primitive invariants of W(F4 ):

and finally, by (1.3):

3. The Poincare' polynomial of E^ E^ has three maximal connected sub-

groups of rank 6 [2]:
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T1 x D
5

: 7, 2, 4, 6, 8, 5

A
2 xA 2 xA 2 :2,3,2, 3,2, 3

A
l
xA 5 : 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

(On the right are given the degrees of the primitive invariants of the Weyl group,

deduced from (1.1) and (1.3)). Therefore, by (1.4), there are among the m^s at

least one multiple of 8, another multiple of 4, two more multiples of 2, as well

as at least three multiples of 3.

By (1.5) we have

m
7
= 2, 2m, - 40, Urn. = 26 34 5,

whence

6

,)=40-S(2
6 -34 -5) -77.

2
f

We may assume that m
2
= S^; since one of m^,

-
, m6 is ^ mod 4 and anoth-

er one is even, n
2

is odd; moreover 7n
2
- 6 < E(m2) < 77, whence n

2
= /, and

6 6
? ^ 6

2m. =32, Urn - 23 - J4 5, 2M//1 ) = 9.

3
l

3
l

3
'

Since 32 ^ mod 3, all of m^, , m^ cannot be = mod 3 and one of them is

divisible by 9. Assume that m^
= 9n

3 ,
then 8n3

~ 6 < E(m3 ) < 9, whence n
3
^ 7,

and 66 6

2 m. = 23, n m, = 23 32 5, 2(m ) = 6.
3 5

*
3

'

Set m^
- 5n

4 ; then 4n
4
- 5 < E(m4 ) < 6, whence n^ < 2. Were n

4
-

2, then we

would have m^ -f m^
- 73, which is impossible, since three of the m^'s have to

be multiples of 3- Thus n
4
=

1,

me -f m^ ]8, m<- m^ = 72

which gives for m
5 , m^ the values 6, 72; finally we get:

P(E6 , i) = (7 + 3
) (7 +t9 ) - (7 +i77 ) (7 + 1

15
)

. (1+t
1 7

) . (1+t
23

).

4. The Poincar^ polynomial of E
7

. For the degrees of the primitive invari-
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ants we have here

7 7

(4.1) m, =2, 2m =68, II m - 2
9

- 34 - 5 7.
l

2
i

2
i

E~ contains a subgroup of type Aj x D^\ by (1.1), (1.3), the degrees of the

primitive invariants of the latter are 2, 2, 4, 6, 8, 70, 6; hence, by (1.4), all the

m^'s are even and, putting m
l

=- 2rc
{

,
we get:77 7

(4.2) 2rc - 34, Ilrc,
- 2

s 34 5 7, 2/i(/i )
- 4.

2
'

2
*

2
l

We may assume rc
2

= 7p2 ; then 6p2
- 7 <. (/i 9 ) v 4, whence p.,

- 7 and77 7

2^-27, FU
t

= 2
l? -3* -5, X/i(ii.)-4.

Not all
rc^'s may be - mod 3; since their sum is divisible by 3, at least two of

them are ^ mod3 and therefore another one must be ^ mod 9. Set n^
~

9p,,

then 8p^ 6 < E(n^) < 4, whence n<* ~ 1 and77 7

4
l

4
l

4
'

l

Assume that
n^

= 5p4 , then 4p4
- 5 < K(n4 ) < 7, whence p4

- 7 and

7 7 39^
5

'

5
*

5
^

*

Since the sum is ^ mod2, one of the remaining n *s, say /i^,
is odd; then tie-

is a power of 3, different from 9 since E(n5 ) < 7; hence

__ o _ 7 /) *7/f

j
-

,3, fl^
t

fly
- It/, ^5

* n
7
= ^*>

which gives the values 4 and 6 for rc, and n
7

* Thus we obtain

5. The Poincare' polynomial of Eg. 5.1. Let (
t ), (7 < i (_ 8), be coordi-

nates in the Lie algebra of a maximal torus of
Eg. Then the roots may be written

I
8 8

+*, *
;

, (</),
t(J.(i

-

*,-), u,- y, n *,-;).
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The Killing form is then 2x.. up to a constant factor; we put moreover

8

/-?*
we will also use (overabundant) coordinates z, y^ (1 < i < 8), defined by

z=' .(2*,); y, =*,--*, (l<i<8);
O 1

the yfs being therefore subject to the relation Sy^ =0; we put

8

we denote by 5 the symmetry to the hyperplane 2.x- = 0\ it is defined either by

s(x.) = x
i
-2z, (1 <i<8),

or by

s(z)=-z, .s(y.)
=

y., (l<i<8).

5.2. W(E g)
is generated by the reflections to the hyperplanes obtained by

equating to zero one root; the reflections to the hyperplanes x^ x - = generate

a subgroup W* of W(Eg), (in fact W*- W(D8) ), which may be described as the

group of permutations of the x>'s combined with an even number of changes of

signs. Thus the invariants of IF*, and therefore those of ^(^g), will be polynomi-

als in the functions s^, (1 < k < 7), and in the product of the x
t
's; in particular

their degrees are all even.

The proof of the following lemma will be given in (5.3) to (5.6).

LEMMA. Let $2m ^e ^e ha tf~sum of the 2m-th poivers of the roots of En.

7 hen SQ and S*2 are primitive invariants of W(En) Moreover, W(E o) has no

primitive invariant of degree 4 or 6.

5.3. Degree 4. If there is a primitive invariant of degree 4, it must have the

form a$
4 + 6s

2 , (a, 6 real constants, a 4 0), and s^ is then also invariant; but

S
4
= 1

4
+ ^ 2 *

3
+ 6 z

2
- t

2
+ 8 z

4
, (since

tj
= 0),

and
s(sj)

=
s^ would imply that

t^
- under the sole condition t , = 0, in other

terms that
t^

is divisible by t^ ,
which is not the case; hence a contradiction.

5.4. Degree 6. If there is a primitive invariant of degree 6, then there must
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exist an invariant of the form

*
6
+ b s

4
s
2 , ((a, 6) ^(0,0));

but the coefficient of z in that expression is

6 a
t^

+ 4 b
/^ /^

and is not divisible by ,
,
whence a contradiction.

5-5. Degree 8. Since there is no primitive invariant of degree 4, it will be

enough to show that So is not divisible by S^- ^ e n&ve

(5.5)* S2m ^ [(Xl
-x

t
)
2n +

(*,
+
*, )

2m
] i 2'2m ^ . X (L

t r/"'/m
i</

l ;
l ;

(<;) /

the latter sum being extended to all systems (f
f
) such that <

f

- 4 /, 11,
f^

/.

Putting m ^ 4, x^O, (3 < i < 8), we get

which, for the particular values x, -
1, x^

~
*' * s a sum 01^ strictly positive terms;

thus SQ is 4 for a set of values of the x
t
which annihilates $,>, and therefore

is not divisible by S^.

5.6. Degree 12. Since there are no primitive invariants of degrees 4, 6 it will

be enough to show that
S^ 2

is not divisible by S^. Let j be a primitive cube root

of unity, and let us put in (5.5)*:

m - 6, x
1
= 7, *

2
=

/,
*
3
-

/,
*. = 0, ( > 4).

The polynomial S,p becomes then a sum with positive coefficients of the numbers

i, i
12

, i
24

, a-/)", u-/2)' 2 , (y-/
2
)
72

,

(7+;V
2

, (1+j
2

)
12

, (j + j
2

)
12

,

), (1-j+j
2

)
12

, U + j-i
2
)
12

,

each of which is > 0, as one easily sees; thus S12 > and S
2
= for these val-

ues of the x. and S
2

does not divide
Sj 2 ,

which concludes the proof of the lem-

ma.
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5.7. The foregoing and (1.5) already give

/72

j
= 2, m

2
= 8, m

3
= 12, m

l

= 2n
{
> 2 (i > 4).

Since ordW(E 8) = 214 35 52 -
7, we get58 fi

(5.7)* 2n = 53, On. = 2
5 34 . 52 - 7, 2(n.) = 78.

4
l

4
l

4
l

Among the subgroups of rank 8 of Eg, we have [2]:

A
j
xE

?
: 2, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18

D
8

: 29 4
t 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 8

A
8

: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

A
2
xE6

: 2, 3, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12

A 4 x A 4 : 2, 3, 4, 5, 2, 3, 4, 5

(following each group are the degrees of the corresponding primitive invariants).

For the n^s that gives by (1.4) the conditions:

(a) two multiples of 5.

(b) one multiple of 9, two more multiples of 3, no other factor 3.

(c) one multiple of 4, another multiple of 2, no other factor 2.

(d) one multiple of 7.

By (5.7)*, we have
(*,)

< 18, (4 < i < 8). Since

E(9p) > 8p
-

6, E(7p) >6P -7, E(5P ) > 4p -
5,

we see that, if some n- is a product a b, then a = 9 implies b < 3, a = 7 im-

plies b < 4, a = 5 implies b < 5; moreover, it is impossible that one of the n^s,

say n^,
is equal to 20, for n

5 +
TI^

+ n^ +
/ig

would then be 35, which is

= mod 3 while in virtue of (5.7) (b) exactly three of
n^, n^,

n
7 , n

Q
would be divis-

ible by 3. Hence, none of n
4 ,

n
5 , n

6 , n
7 , n

Q
is divisible by two of the factors 4,

5, 7, 9 and, in view of (5.7), we may assume:

n
6
=

?6'
n
7
=

P/'
n
8
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with

8

P4
< 2, P5

< 4, p6
< 5, p 7

< 5, Dp,
= 2 - 3

2
.

Moreover, it follows from (5.7) (b), (c) that p^
is odd and not divisible by 9. Thus,

each of the p f
.'s is 7, 2, or 3 and IIp t

~ 2 3 implies 2p t

= 70. On the other

hand,

8 8

53 = 2 n = 5 2
p,

4 4p4 + 2p5
-

4 4

whence

Since pg
< 3, that gives p4

=
p5

-
7, whence pg

^
,?, and one of p6 , p 7

is 2, the

other 3. Finally we obtain
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ON A SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA OF CHARACTERISTIC 2

R. IX SCHAFKR l AND M. L. TOMBKR

Over a field <1> of characteristic 2 any special Jordan algebra is a Lie alge-

bra since the products .V \
- XY \ YX and [A, > ]

- \\ - YX coincide. In this

note we show that certain 27-dimensional algebras ^ which, over a field of char-

acteristic / 2, would be exceptional simple Jordan algebras are actually special

Jordan algebras over <t>.

In each such 1

3 tne sel
^$v

f elements of trace is a simple Lie algebra of

dimension 26. If <1> is algebraically closed, there is one ^ ()
and it is isomoq^hic

to a known symplectic algebra."^ 30 provides another counterexample (over an ar-

bitrary field of characteristic 2) to the conjecture of /assenhaus I 4, p. 80] that

the algebra of outer derivations of a simple Lie algebra of characteristic p is solv-

able. l^or the algebra '-/ ad ^0 of outer derivations is simple, being isomorphic

(if <1> is algebraically closed) to 30-

Let E^ be the set of all 3.-.3 matrices with elements in any (generalised)

Cayley algebra E over an arbitrary field <1> of characteristic 2 9
and 3 be the 27-

dimensional subspace of E
^ consisting of all matrices

(1) A x x
, f in <I>, X in S

where x is the conjugate of x in E. Define multiplication in 'J by A'"}' - X Y

}
r

A where A'}' denotes the ordinary matrix multiplication in r^ .. Vie write

Presented to the Society, October 24, 19*>3.

1. This research was supported in part by a grant from the National Science I cumla tion.

2. When these results were first announced in a seminar on the structure of Lie alge-
bras of characteristic p^O at the Society's Summer Mathematical Institute on Lie groups
and Lie algebras, we said that

1

J0 was, to the best of our knowledge, a new simple Lie al-

gebra of characteristic 2. This was based on the fact that, by error, no algebra of dimension
26 appeared in the list of known simple Lie algebras of characteristic p which was pre-
sented in that seminar.

3. Numbers in brackets refer to references at the end of the paper. Jacobson [3, p.

515) gives a counterexample to Zassenhaus' conjecture over an imperfect field. At the sem-
inar referred to in footnote 2, I. Kaplansky gave a counterexample of dimension 7 over any
algebraically closed field of characteristic 3, in which the algebra of outer derivations is

isomorphic to the 7-dimensional simple algebra. We are indebted to Kaplansky for his friend-

ly interest and helpful suggestions.

11
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(2) X = ^I
e
1
+ 2

e
2
+ ^3

e
3
+ kpj + ^X2*2 + (*3^3

for X in (1), and Z =
;
+ %2

+ %
3

where
f

is the set of all T. =
(x^. We note

that multiplication in 3 ls determined by commutativity and the following rules:

e
i

eh
= for

^ Th for

U).o(y). =

where t(x) = x + x in $, and where we reserve i, /,
A: for a cyclic permutation of

1, 2, 5. Let Tr X = ^ + ^2 + ^3 , and e = e
;
+ e

2
+ e

3
. Then 3 = ^e^ Q1

where

30 is the subspace of all elements X satisfying Tr X - 0.

One may verify directly that 3 ^s a restricted Lie algebra of characteristic

2, where X is the ordinary square of X in E^. The derived algebra 30 * s a 26-

dimensional central simple Lie algebra (also restricted) over <$. It follows that 3
and 30 are special Jordan algebras [2, Theorem l]. If contains divisors of ze-

ro (as would be the case if <b were algebraically closed), this simple algebra 30
is not new, being isomorphic to a symplectic algebra, as may be seen as follows.

The elements of may be represented as pairs (m, n) of 2x2 matrices m, n with

elements in <J>, multiplication of pairs being defined by

\fn
j , fij) V'TZoj ^o) = \M i My + TinTii , m -I Jin -f m^n )

where the conjugate of m = ( ^ ^ ) in <t>
2

is m = ( ^ ). Let Q be the alge-

bra of 8x8 symplectic matrices of the form

m
l ^1^ n

?
m

(3)

n
2

n
s 2

1 n
1

m
3 2

n
l %3 l

j

^ in ^), m
t
, n

{

- in $ . It is known that /$/ is a 26-dimensional simple Lie

algebra over $. A vector space isomorphism between 3 and Q is given by

4. For the definition see [2],
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X = %h t;h e h + 2A((m^,nA)) A *-* X in (3). Computing X" } where } = ^.
h

'

h
?
h

+

/^mA' ^^/ we see tnat

(4) Xy = \X, Y] + *(iii
7 mj 4 n

2
n'2

4 m^)/.

Hence % * 3/ <De * Q / <D/.

One derivation D* of 5 is defined by D*e ^- e, D*A" = for every A' in ^ (r

The derivation algebra S)(3) of 3 is S(3) - <PD*0>, where S is the set of all

D in 3)(3) satisfying De = 0.

THEOREM. The derivation algebra >=>( 30) 0/30 ** 52-dimensioruil,

and the 26-dimensional algebra 5) /ad 30 of outer derivations of 30 *? simple.

If S Aa5 divisors of zero (as would be the case if <1> were assumed to be algebra-

ically closed), then 5) /ad <$
* % .

The proof follows by the method of [l], where the derivation algebra of the

exceptional Jordan algebra 3 f characteristic is shown to be the 52-diraen-
*\j f\j 'V-

sional simple Lie algebra F
4 . It is easy to see that 3)

~
. For any /) in 3),

write De,
= 2h

*
lh

e
h f U

fl
)
f
+ U

|;
)
y
^ U|A )A . Then = We,

o
e/

)
=-
DP, OP

;

I

e
t
oDe

f

=
U,,-),

f U|A )A + U
7/

)
7

t U
/A

)A implies * = and %M -, *
A

for // /- /.

Hence De
i

= S^A^e^ 4 (* ) 4 (^))f Writing A' - %h (xh )h
in 5 and l)

()

- D -

ad A! in S, we see that the derivation D
O must map each

p,
onto 0. Hence ?) -

adcvS 4- S^, where
5)^

is the subalgebra of 3) consisting of all derivations D

such that De
t

= for all i - 7, 2, 3. Let D be in ^
Q . Then D7

1

,

- D(e /;)
-

e
;
Dr

t implies DT
t

is in S
t
4 S^. Similarly DT

g
is in 2^4 S . Hence D^^C'S,.

Define
>4,.

on by

(5) DU). = (A
i
x)

l
for D in .

Then
(/l^),. (y) 4-

(*),. W.y). =
Wjfc*y)^- Writing S for the involution x

SA', we have

(6) (Ajx)y 4- x(A-y) - SAf(S(xy) for all x, y in E.

Let Ajl a^
in . Then a, + a =

a^ implying 2^a^ = 0. Also /4 x 4 %a -SAiSx

implies /4
t

4^ 7?a =
5^^S. Let -

2^/4 A . Then = S5. Hence (*)y 4^ ^(y) -

SSUy) = E(xy), or is a derivation of E. Also La .y + Ay =
SA^Sy, implying

L*Q .
4" A d/i 10 = /I 4- KG y

or

(7) 4 = + Lfl . -h /? fl , (2/.OL = 0).
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orNow (7) implies A
I
+ Ra .

- E + La +
a^

+ #a = S/^S
- E + R^ + ^a-

*(a )7 - f (a
t
)7, so that - t(2ha f)^3t(ah )

-
Ua^). Conversely, any defined

by De - and (5), where the A. satisfy (7) with t (a,) = 0, is a derivation of 3-
I 'V, "

Hence 3^ (and therefore 3)^3)) is determined.

The dimension of is 28, since t L a + R a ^ for i - 7, 2, 3 implies

a +a -- 0, or a, - for fc - 7, 2, 3, and - 0. The derivation algebra 5 - ?)() is known 5

If K

to have dimension 74. Hence 3)n has dimension 14 + 7 + 7 = 25. It follows that"
"V.

the dimension of 3), equal to the dimension of 3), is 24 ^ 28 - 52. Let be the

two-dimensional abelian subalgebra of ^ spanned by the elements e
l

\- e . Then

adcjS) C30
and ad^ -

adojfp
+
adc^S.

Hence 3)/ad3^ S/ad^^ \/ad^ is

of dimension 26 over <I>.

Let ?I be the set of linear transformations on & consisting of all A - E *

L
a + ^6 with ^a ^

= (*)
- ^ in S = ^)- The Dimension of tt is 27, since

/I
~

implies a f 6 = 0, or 7? = L
Q
- R

Q
is a derivation of S, which implies,

since the characteristic is ^ 3, that a - a]. For each i -
7, 2, :?, the mapping

D > A given by (5) is a homomorphism of S^ onto ?I. 07 is an ideal in ?I whose

complete inverse image in S^ is adcvJQ. Hence /ad^ - 3 /adcx - ?I /<!>/.

If E has divisiors of zero, then H/(l>/ ~30- ^ or tne elements of S may be

represented as pairs (m, n) of elements m, n in fh,,. Let e be elements of a
ij

usual matrix basis for <J>
2

an^ /i;

" l^ ^
x/

) ^ ith respect to the basis

(e^, e^^,
e
;2'

e
27 fll 9 f22' fl2' /2p onc n a^ comPute tne matrices of the linear

transformations in ?I and see that they all have the form (3). Since the dimensions

of and C are both 27, we have H ^Q. Hence H /<P7 ^ Q /*/ ^ 3 . It follows

that 5)/ad^^
^ !!/<&/ is simple for an arbitrary Cayley algebra S over an arbi-

trary field <I>.
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ON THE DERIVATION ALGEBRA
AND THE HOLOMORPH OF A NILPOTENT ALGEBRA

FUGENF SCHFNKMAN*

Introduction. In |2| Mills shows that the holomorph of an Abclian group Jeter-

mines the group up to isomorphism. Ue are interested here in the similar question

of whether the holomorph of a Lie algebra determines the algebra up to isomor-

phism; and show that the answer is in the affirmative if the algebra is a free ml-

potent Lie algebra of finite class generated by ij / 2 elements.

In order to prove the above result it is necessary to make a study of deriva-

tions of nilpotent Lie algebras. It will be shown that a sequence of characteristic

ideals of the derivation algebra of a nilpotent Lie algebra is determined in a natu-

ral manner by the members of the descending central series of the algebra. In par-

ticular those derivations which send the algebra into its commutator subalgebra

form a nilpotent ideal of the derivation algebra which is actually the nil radical in

case the algebra is a free nilpotent algebra of finite class.

It will also be shown that any map of a minimal set of generators of a free

Lie algebra into the algebra can be extended in one and only one way to be a deri-

vation of the algebra. From this it follows that the derivation algebra of an arbi-

trary Lie algebra L is the homomorphic image of a subalgebra of the derivation

algebra of the free Lie algebra generated by the generators of />. Several related

results will also be mentioned.

I should like to express my appreciation to Professors Amitsur, Goto, and

Jacobson for conversations with them during the preparation of this paper.
A

I. Preliminaries. If L is a Lie algebra over a field <\> then d is a derivation
A A A

in L if d is a linear map of L into L, and if for /,, / 9 t L,[t 1f L} ]d
-

\ljd, / 9 | \

A I Z I 4 I ^Z

[lj,
I
2 d].

As is well known the set of derivations of L form a Lie algebra I) called

the derivation algebra of L. The holomorph II of L is defined to be the semi di-

rect sum of L and 1) (where I) is an isomorphic copy of />) in the following man-

ner. As a vector space 77 is the direct sum of L and D; that is, for h t. // there

is a unique representation h ---- I + d where / t L, d D. Finally commutation in
A A

77 is given by [Aj,^]
- U

7 f^,/2 f<7
2 ]

-
[/

;
/
2

4 I
1
d,
2
-I

2
d
1 WjC/2 ] where d^l2 t D

and
Ijl2 t- Ijd2

~ 1
2d^ L\ dj

and d
2 being the elements of 7) corresponding to

dj and d
2

under the isomorphism between /) and D. It is easy to verify that the

holomorph is a Lie algebra, that L is an ideal of 77 and that D is a subalgebra

* This research was supported in whole or in part by rhe U. S. Air Force under con-
tract number AF 18(600) 790 monitored by the Office of Scientific Research.
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of //.

An inner derivation of L is given by the map X > U, fl, which we shall de-
A A *

note by / or also in general by i. Of course if I is in the center of L then 1 = 0.
A A

If i 6 D and / C L correspond to the same derivation i ^ I then i - / is in the

centralizer L* of L in //. Conversely, if /* is in the centralizer L* then /* =
A A A

l + d where / C L, d 6 D, and l=-d\ whence d is the inner derivation correspond-

ing to /. Thus L* consists precisely of the elements i l where i corresponds

to the inner derivation determined by /.

In fact there is an automorphism of period 2 of // given by 10 = i l for

/ 6 L and d6 = d for d 6 D. For $ is clearly a linear mapping and a direct check

shows that [(l^d-^6, d2 + d2 )6] =
[/^ W^, l

2
+ d^[Q.

Since sends L into L*

we see that L* is isomorphic to L, L is the centralizer of L* D is the derivation

algebra and H is the holomorph of L* as well as of L.

II. Some remarks on ideals of the holomorph. In what follows // will denote
..

A

the holomorph of L and L*; L is centralizer of L, L* centralizer of L; D will
A

denote the derivation algebra of L and L*, D the isomorphic copy of D contained

in H.

(1) If A' is an ideal of II then K f| L* or else [A, L*] C A f| L*= and

A C L. It follows that A H {/,, L*\ 4 where iL, L*! denotes the algebra gener-

ated by L and /,*

(2) If A^L, L finite, then // is not the holomorph of A. For if so the central-

izer A* of A would be contained in L*^L, a proper part of A; on the other hand

if H is the holomorph of A we know that the centralizer of A should be isomor-

phic to A; this would be a contradiction.

From (1) and (2) we deduce the following result.

THEOREM 1. // L is a finite Abelian Lie algebra with holomorph I] then H
is the holomorph of no other Lie algebra.

PROOF. Suppose that // were also the holomorph of the Lie algebra A. Then

by (1) A intersects L since 1L, L*i = L when L is Abelian. On the other hand

there are no ideals of // contained in L other than L since any linear transforma-

tion of an Abelian Lie algebra is a derivation. Hence A f] L = L and K 3 L. But

then we know by (2) that A = L.

DEFINITION. If h = l + d where h e H, I CL, d e D then we shall call /

the first component, d the second component of h in the representation as an

element of the holomorph of L.

(3) If A is an ideal of H then the set of first components of the elements of

A is an ideal of H and the set of second components is an ideal of D.
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III. Some remarks on derivation algebras and free nilpotent algebras.

(1) If L is a Lie algebra with characteristic ideal M and derivation algebra
A A A

D then the set of derivations D^ which map L into M form an ideal of /) (char-

acteristic ideal M means that MDC M). For L[DM , D] C LD^D 4 LDDM C M.
A A A

(2) If DM is an ideal of D then LD^ is a characteristic ideal of /,. For

(LDM)D C LDDM 4- L[DM , D] C LDM .

(3) If ea are a minimal set of generators of a free Lie algebra L, then any

map d which sends e
a into elements of L can be extended in one and only one

way to be a derivation of L. For (cf. [l], p. 20) d can be extended in one and

only one way to be a derivation of the free algebra F generated by the ea and

according to [3] L can be considered as a submodule of F closed under commuta-
A

tion [a, 6]
- ab ba for a, b C F. Now d induces a derivation in L since every

element of L is of the form y[ [e
t

,
e ] e

f
] and y[ [e

l9
e ] e

r
]d -=

2y[[--[e t
, e-] </] -e

r
] which is in L since e L.

(*
' *

(4) If D is the derivation algebra of L and if M is a subspace of L then
A A

^LAP tne sukset f derivations which map L into A/, is a subalgebra of D; and so

also is the set of derivations D^ which map M into itself. In fact
Dj ^ is normal

in DM ;
for LWLM , DM \ C (LD^ + (LD>L C '

With the help of (3) and (4) we can prove the following result.

THEOREM 2. // A is an arbitrary Lie algebra and if L is the free Lie alge-

bra with the smallest possible number of generators such that K - L/M then the
A A A A

algebra of derivations of A is isomorphic to ^u/^\ u where
l)^

and D* ^ send

M and L into M, respectively.

PROOF. Let e
a

be a minimal set of generators for L and ea \ M be a mini-

mal set of generators for L/M. It is clear that if d C l)u then (e + M)d = e d f M
A A M o, a

and d induces a derivation in L/M, and in fact DM determines an algebra of deri-

vations of L/M which is an homomorphic image of CL. On the other hand each

derivation of L/M sends e
a+M into some aa f M. By (3) we know that there are

derivations of L determined by the prescription that e
a maps into aa + m , m ar-

bitrary in M; we shall call these the derivations of L associated with the given

derivations of L/M. Since zero maps into zero under derivations it is clear that
A

the associated derivations are all in DM and hence the algebra of derivations of

L/M determined by D^ is the full derivation algebra. Clearly the kernel of rhe ho-

momorphism is Dr * and the theorem follows.

COROLLARY. The derivation algebra of a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class

n (that is a free Lie algebra L modulo the (n + 2)st member of the descending cen-

tral series L"* 1
) generated by q elements has dimension q times the dimension
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of the Lie algebra. Consequently the dimension of the holomorph of such a Lie

algebra is q + 1 times that of the given Lie algebra.

For if m
t
, i^l, , k, constitute a basis of L then by (3) and the theorem,

each derivation of L is determined by a map which holds q-1 generators fixed

and sends the remaining generator into one of the m .

LEMMA 1. The center of a free nilpotent Lie algebra L of class n gener-

ated by q > 2 elements has dimension equal to or greater than half the dimension

of L. Equality holds only for n=2, q=3.

The proof depends on the fact that the homogeneous expressions of degree k

in the q generators form a module of dimension

(M(d) the Moebius function; cf. [3]). Since the dimension of the center L n
of L

is the same as the dimension of the module of homogeneous expressions of degree

n, and since the dimension of L/L n
is the dimension of the module of homogene-

ous expressions of degree less than /i, the lemma will be proved if we show that

/0W >
2plji fq (r)* We demonstrate the last statement by showing that / (n) >

2f (n-1), equality holding only when n =2, q^3. We check this directly for n = 2,

3, 4, 5, 6 from the facts that
f^l)

=
q- f

q
(2) = (l/2)(q

2
-q); fq (3)

= (l/3)(q
3
-q);

fq
(4) =

(l/4)(q
4
-q

2
); f

q
(S) = (l/5)(q

5
-q); f

q
(6) = (!/6)(q

6
-q

3
-q

2 + q). For n>6,

(] >3 since q
r > q

r - 1 =
(q

r ~* + 4 q + l)(q-l) >(2q
r ~1

+ -+2q + 2) we have

2n
"n^~l

Therefore

_
n-1

+ ^

and it can now be readily seen from the definition of / (n) that / (n) > 2f (n-1)

since n and n-1 have no common factors other than 1. This completes the proof

of the lemma.

(5) If L is any nilpotent Lie algebra with center Z then any linear mapping
d which sends any minimal set of generators of L into elements of Z can be ex-

tended in one and only one way to be a derivation of L. For if a are the gerera-
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A A

tors such that a^ = za, za 6 Z then [aa,
a Jrf = [.za, a*] + [aa, z^l

= and hence

L2
<f = 0. Of course it is well known that no element of a minimal set of generators

of a nilpotent Lie algebra can be in the commutator subalgebra.

LEMMA 2. // L is a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class n then every charac-

teristic ideal of L other than L and L? is contained in L . If in addition the

field is of characteristic other than 2 and 3, then L, L , and L are the only

characteristic ideals properly containing L .

PROOF. Suppose M were a characteristic ideal containing L2 and let c (: M,

e $ L2 and let a be arbitrary in L. Then by (3) there is a derivation which maps

e into o; hence a C M and LC M\ that is, there is no characteristic ideal between

L2 and L.

Now suppose M is a characteristic ideal properly containing // but not /, .

If
e^, -, e are a minimal set of generators of L and

[e^, e.,1 C M then

[e^,
e
2] C A/, k - 3 9 ,</; for by (3) there is a derivation such that

e^ maps to
e^

and e^ to zero whence le^e^] maps into l e >o] Similarly [f^
e
2^

^' ^ implies

that [e
k , e

L
] M and thus L2 C M. Now if 2- .y[e t

, e] e A/ then by (3) we know

there is a derivation which maps e
t

into e
t

and all other c
i

into zero; and

hence there is an element of the form % y[e t , e ] C M. Hut again by a suitable

derivation we know there is an element of the form[e x ,ef
]t M and hence from

the above remarks L2 C M.

Finally we must show that if M is a characteristic ideal in L3 properly con-

taining L4 then M = L3 . If [[e t 9 ef
] e^ \:M then as before we can readily see

that [[e
i9
e]eh ] M for arbitrary ij9

k and hence L3 C M. If 2
f fcXlU,,

eJe fcl
^^

then again as above this implies 2-
Ay[[cg , e ]ej e: M which implies that

2 yf [6 ]* f [[> e kl e * But settin 2C -- e and e ' e

we have
[[e^e^lej ^

[[e^, ej e,Q
] t ^ whence [[^,^lem l is in M if e

n

is linearly independent of the space spanned by e, e
f ,

em . Otherwise there

is an element in M either of the form [ \e t 9
e

l \e t } QT of the form [[e t ,ei ]e t ] 4p.-- v/ 1 L U 1 4

LLCj , e t \e l \. Now it is clear that there is a derivation which maps the first of

these into the second and also a derivation mapping the second into the first when

the characteristic of the underlying field is not 2. From this fact we can see that

either type of element in M implies that for all i, /, A, all the elements of both

types are in M. But if [[e
l9

e
f
]ek ] + [[C

|
,CA ]C/

] e M and if [[e
/9 eje^] f

[[e
;

,
e
h ] ei ]e */ then by the Jacobi identity 3[[e

f
,e.]c A ] e M and hence when the

characteristic of the underlying field is not 3 all of L3 C M as was to be shown.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

REMARK. If a, i, c are the generators of a free Lie algebra L over a field
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of characteristic 3 then the subalgebra of L generated by L4 , [[a, b]b\ [[a, c]c\

[[by c]c], [[fc,a]a], [[c, 6]6], [[c,a]a] and [[a, 6]c] + [[a, c]i] is a characteristic

ideal of L not equal to L .

I was unable to determine whether all the characteristic ideals of the free Lie

algebra L are formed from the powers of L by means of unions, intersections,

and commutation in case the underlying field is of characteristic zero.
A

(6) If L is a nilpotent Lie algebra, for h ~ 7, 2, , let /), be the set of
,

j
A K A

derivations that map L into L . Then by (1) Z), is an ideal of D the derivation
A A A

algebra of L; and in fact it can readily be seen that
[D^., Dj\

C D
A +/.

It follows that

Dj is a nilpotent ideal of D. Similarly when // is the holomorph of L then DjL
is a nilpotent ideal of //; if n is the class of L, L n

is the center of L + D,.

(7) If L is a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class n then in the notation of (6)

(D.C// corresponding to D
t
) we have L k

, L k "1 +D
k _2 , L

k ~2 +D
k _2 , , L+D

;

are the members of the ascending central series of L + D , and hence are invariant

under every automorphism of // because of the following theorem, which states

that L+D
1

is the nil radical of //. It should be noted that the class of L+D} is

the same as that of L.

THEOREM 3. // L is a free nilpotent Lie algebra of class n generated by q
elements then D

2
as defined in (6) is the nil radical of D; L+D

}
is the nil radi-

cal of // the holomorph of L; and the center of L is the center of L+D r
A

PROOF. It follows from (6) that D, is a nilpotent ideal and hence is con-
A A *

tained in the nil radical of D. Let / be a derivation such that if for i = 7, , </,

e. is a
minimal^

set of generators of L then ej = e .. Then
D, + (/) is the radical of

D. For D
I +(J) is an ideal of D since the mapping induced by / in L/L 2

is the

identity derivation and D/ /^ + (/ ) is isomorphic to an image of D/Dj ; but the

latter is precisely the algebra of linear transformations of a vector space and from

its structure
we^

know D/Dj + (/) has no solvable ideal. Hence D
I
+ (/) contains

the radical of D. On the other hand
/^ is a nilpotent ideal of

D, -h (/) of one di-

mension less and hence D
;
+ (/) is solvable. Hence D

;
+ (/) is the radical of D.

Now D
;
+ (/ ) is not nilpotent for if d

}
is a derivation such that e^ = [e

}9 e^
and for i = 2, 3, ..., q, eft

== then e^, j\
=e^ -

ejdj = 2[e j9 ej -

[*
7 , e2 ] = [e

j9 e^\ and^ e^d^j ] = whence [d
j9 /]

=
d^.

(In fact by this type of

argument [D
; , (/ )] =

Dj). Hence f is not nilpotent in D and hence is not in the
nil radical. It follows that

Z^
is the nil radical of D as the theorem asserts. Simi-

larly it can be seen that L + D
;

is the nil radical of IL The last statement of the
theorem follows from (6).

(8) It should be noted that under the assumptions of Theorem 2 if r e fi, the
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A A A A A A A

radical of D, r < A', /V the nil radical of Z), then R is the smallest ideal of R con-
A A A A A A A A A A A A

taining r . For r~j +n where n C N and [/)., r ]=[/).,/ 4 n ]- D, (mod/X) whence
A A k times AA A A

[[Dj, r]'~~^~v]
=

Dj (modD^.) for all k and
Dj

is in the smallest ideal containing

r as asserted.

IV. On the isomorphisms between Lie algebras having the same holomorph.

LEMMA 3. // // is the holomorph of the finitely generated free nilpotent Lie

algebra of finite class L and also of A then A is nilpotent.

PROOF. K is normal in //. If it were not nilpotent then it would either have

a simple non-Abelian factor in its composition series (which is impossible for then

H should have at least two such non-Abelian factors, whereas we can see from II,

(6) that // modulo the nilpotent ideal L+Dj is isomorphic to the full algebra of

linear transformations of a vector space and therefore // has only one non-Abelian

factor); or else K contains an element r in the radical but not in the nil radical

which is impossible in view of III, (8); for // cannot be the holomorph of its radi-

cal. Hence K must be nilpotent as the lemma asserts.

THEOREM 3. // II is the holomorph of L, a free nilpotent Lie algebra of

class n generated by q 4 2 elements, then II cannot also be the holomorph of an-

other Lie algebra K unless K is isomorphic to L.

PROOF. We assume q > 3 since if q = 1, L is Abelian, and the statement

follows from Theorem 1. Suppose K is another Lie algebra such that // is the

holomorph of K. Then by the previous lemma K is in the nil radical of H.

Now if K were contained in L 2 -fD
2 (cf. Ill, (6)) then L n ~

l
* D

n _j
would be

in the centralizer A* of A; but A* is sent into A by an automorphism of // and

since by III, (7) Ln + #
n _j

is invariant under all automorphisms of //, L n ~
4

n-l
is a ^ so ln ^ an<^ hence in the center of A. But then the center of A has a

dimension greater than half the dimension of // (in case n=2, q -3, L2 D
2
- L 2

and A is Abelian whence Theorem 1 applies); for #
n _j

has dimension equal to q

times that of L n
the center of L and then the assertion follows by an application

of the corollary to Theorem 2 and Lemma 1. It follows from III, (5) that there should

be at least as many linearly independent derivations of A as the dimension of its

center. But in the case under consideration // is not large enough for this and

hence cannot be the holomorph of A if A C L2 + D?.

Accordingly we assume that there is an element k (: K such that k = 1 + d

where either / ^L2 or d < D
2

. If / ^ L2 then by II, (3) and Lemma 2 the first

components of A exhaust all of L. It follows that no d D can be in the central-

izer of L and hence the dimension of the derivation algebra of A is at least as
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great as that of D. This means that the dimension of K can be at most that of L.

Then if for i = 1, , r, e^
are a basis for L wherein e

^, , e are a minimal

set of generators of L then e
t
+ d

i
are a basis for A and

e^+rfj, ,
e
r
+ rf are

a set of generators of K. But then K is isomorphic to L since it is an image of

L (L being free) of the same dimension as L and the theorem is true in this case.

Finally we consider the case where for all k 6 K the first components of K

are in L 2
. Then for some k, k = l+d, d

(f: D^. But then for some e 6 L, e
(j:
L 2

,

[e, A;] L, [e, &] < L^; hence by Lemma 2 and II, (3) again all of L2 C K. But

then d 6 A and then again by Lemma 1 there are not emough elements of L as

there should be according to III, ($) to send d into every element of L n
which is

in the center of K since it is in the center of the nil radical of //. With this the

theorem is proved,

REMARK. It might be of interest to mention that if // is the holomorph of a

semi-simple Lie algebra L over a field of characteristic zero and also of A, then

A is isomorphic to L. For every derivation of L is inner and therefore // is the

direct product of L and L* where L* is the centralizer of L isomorphic to L.

Hence // is semi-simple and contains a copy of each simple direct factor an even

number of times.
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ON THE GROUP OF AUTOMORPHISMS
OF A LOCALLY COMPACT CONNECTED GROUP

MORIKUNI GOTO

1. Introduction and preliminaries. The purpose of this note is to establish a

tower theorem for locally compact connected groups, which is an analogue to the

theorem proved by H. Vtielandt [5] for finite groups and to that by C . Chevalley

[l] and E. Schenkman [4] for Lie algebras, and to consider some related subjects.

We begin with some preliminary remarks.

Automorphism group of a locally compact connected group. Let G be a local-

ly compact group, and &(G) the automorphism group, namely the group of all

bi-continuous automorphisms, of 6\ We can introduce a natural topology (the so-

called compact open topology) in u(G) so that ti(G) becomes A topological group.

If in particular, G is a connected Lie group, then this topology coincides with the

topology of ?!() as a linear Lie group over the Lie algebra of G. Now denote by

tt(G) the connected component group of ?I(6') containing the identity. In this note

we limit ourselves to connected G's. Then U((;) contains the group \\(G) com-

posed of all inner automorphisms of G, and we have a continuous homomorphism
(adjoint representation in Lie group case) of G onto ^(<V), the kernel of which

coincides with the center of G. Now it is to be remarked that &((;) is not always
locally compact. (See Goto [2].)

Tower theorem of locally compact connected groups. Now our tower theorem,

suggested by C. Chevalley and N. Jacobson, can be formulated as follows:

TOWER THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact connected group with total-

ly disconnected center. Then

(1) vl(G') is locally compact, and has no center.

From (1), we can define the series il
2
(G) -- il(*l(G) ), ,

W*+ 7
(6')

- *Wk
(G))

inductively , and we have

(2) For some integer k on, all continuous automorphisms of tl
k
(G) are inner:

Here, by the expression that a group G has no centers or G is with no cen-

ter, we mean that the center of G is composed of the identity only.

Now we want to mention the following two theorems, which are essential for

our proof.
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Structure theorem of locally compact connected groups. The theorem estab-

lished mainly by K. Iwasawa [3] and H. Yamabe [6], [7] is stated usually as follows:

THEOREM. Let G be a locally compact connected group. Then we can find

a neighborhood G^ of the identity e of G, a closed local Lie group L^ in G^ and

a compact subgroup K, such that G^ is the direct product of L^
and K:

Here let us consider the group L which is generated by L^
in G. Then we

can find a uniquely determined connected Lie group L which maps continuously

and isomorphically onto />*. It is obvious that

G - L*K [L* K] - e,

where [L , A] denotes the commutator group of L and K.

Denote by [)* the intersection of L* and K, and let I) be the inverse image

of D* in L. Then from L*
("]

A - e we see that D is a discrete normal, accord-

ingly central, subgroup of L. We want to call a local decomposition of a locally

compact connected group in the structure theorem a canonical decomposition, in-

cluding the notions of L, L*, D and D* as stated above. It is to be remarked that

L is a closed subgroup of G if and only if D, or D*, is a finite group, and for

some G, L can never be closed for any choice of cannonical decompositions.

(See Iwasawa [3] and Goto [2]).

Tower theorem of Lie algebras (see e.g., Schenkman [4]). Let be a Lie

algebra of finite rank over an arbitrary field, and let 5(0) be the Lie algebra of

all derivations of 0. Denote by 3(Q) the subalgebra of 5(G) composed of inner

derivations. Then the theorem proved by Chevalley [l] and Schenkman [4] may be

stated as follows:

THEOREM. Let C be a Lie algebra with no center and of finite rank over a

field. Consider the series of successive Lie algebras

Then for some integer k on, all derivations of (8 ) are inner, and we get
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Now we want to add some known facts for later use. Let L be a connected

Lie group, and Q the corresponding Lie algebra (over the field of real numbers).

Then the Lie algebra of the inner automorphism group ^L) is 5(1* ), and if in par-

ticular L is simply connected, then the Lie algebra of ?!(/,) (or ?l(L)) is $($).

2. Lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let G be a locally compact connected group, and let (V
-- L A

be a canonical decomposition. Then

(1) K is mapped onto itself by ?l(C): Si(G)A[ - A.

(2) L* is mapped onto itself by ffl(G): ?I(C)L*- L*

if either (a) A has totally disconnected center, or (b) L is perfect, i.e., [L, L] = L.

PROOF. (1) We can take /,* so small that it contains no subgroup other than

the identity group. Then A' is the largest subgroup in G^
-
Lj x A. Hence for a

suitably chosen neighborhood 11 of the identity of ?l(6'), A is mapped onto itself

by 11. Therefore A is mapped onto itself by the open subgroup |Uj of W(G) gen-

erated by 11. Now since W(G) is contained in (111, A is mapped onto itself by

H(C).

(2) Let a be an element of ?l(C). We may find a connected neighborhood L

of the identity of L so that

SLfxK,

tcs the image of L in

decomposition

where L denotes the image of L in L . Then for x in L we have a continuous

where

I to CL* AU)e A.

Now from xy = yx for y C A we have o(x)o(y) = o(y)a(x), namely l(x)k(x)o(y)
-

o(y) l(x)k(x), whence k(x)o(y) = o(y)k(x). Since o(y) is arbitrary in A with y,

k(x) must be contained in the center of A. Now we consider two cases (a) and (b)

separately.

(a) Because [k(x) \x L*! is connected, and is contained in the totally dis-

connected center of A,

(b) Because h(x) gives a continuous homomorphisn from a perfect local Lie

group L* into a commutative group,
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k(x) = e in both cases. Namely K(G)L*g L*, whence ^(G)L*= L*.

LEMMA 2. Lei L be a connected Lie group with no center. Then the auto-

morphism group ?I(L0) is the same as the automorphism group ?I(L) of the univer-

sal covering group L of LQ acting as a linear group over the common Lie algebra

C of L and L
O . In particular the Lie algrbra of ^-(L ) coincides with the deriva-

tion algebra G?(G) of Q.

'X/ *\j <V.

PROOF. Every element of %l(L) maps the center of L onto itself. On the
-V, rv> *X>

other hand Ln is the factor group of L modulo the center. Therefore 2l(L) in-
^ 'X. /V> ^v,

duces a subgroup of
^l(L^), namely we have a continuous homomorphism from ?l(L

into (L ).

'v. 'X*

But because L and LO are locally isomorphic and L is simply connected,
"y

^

every element of u(L~) induces an automorphism of L. Therefore this homomor-

phism is onto.

Let now a be an automorphism of L such that aCc^'x" is contained in the

center for every element 'x of L. Then the set laGOS""^
|

Ll must be connect

ed as a continuous image of a connected set. Hence it reduces to the identity,

namely "a^x) =*x. This implies that the homomorphism is one-to-one.

Now we know that the Lie algebra of ?I(L) is S(Q). Therefore the last asset

tion is obvious.

LEMMA 3. Let L be a connected Lie group, D a descrete normal subgroup,
x/

^v
<x

and let
?I^

=
?I^(L) be the subgroup of ?i(L) composed of elements which leave

every element of D fixed. Denote by ?l^
=
?i^(L) the connected component of

HD . Then
r\j

(1) ?10, accordingly 2lr^ also, is a closed linear group over the Lie algebra C

o/ /,.

'X.

(2) // in particular the center of L is discrete, ?l^
anJ

?i^
/tat;e no center.

'X. <X. /v

PROOF. (1) Let L be the universal covering group of L. Then 2I(L) is a

closed linear group over C, which can be identified with the automorphism group

of C. Now let / be the covering mapping, N the kernel, and D the complete in-

verse image of D in L. Then Up can be considered as the subgroup of ?t(L)

composed of the elements satisfying

- /V and a(~* e A for e D.

It is clear that these conditions define a closed subset of (L). Therefore

accordingly ?I^,
is a closed linear group over Q.
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(2) Next let LQ be the factor group of L modulo the center. Because the

center of L is discrete, L^ has no center. Then the isomorphism of
?lr^

into
/V< <>_, 'V'

?I(L) mentioned above can also be considered as an isomorphism of
?l^

into

?(L0) by application of Lemma 2. In this isomorphism the group 3(L) composed

of all inner automorphisms of L goes onto ^(Ly). Therefore ?l^ and ?I ,, are

mapped onto subgroups of
?I(L^) containing 9(L^).

On the other hand by a well-known theorem of abstract group theory, every

subgroup of the automorphism group of a group with no center has also no center,

if it contains all inner automorphisms.
^\y

Hence
tl^

and
?I^

have no center.

LEMMA 4. Let K be a compact normal subgroup of a connected topological

group G, and K the connected component of K containing the identity. Denote

by 3U(A ) and 9>i/(A ) the subgroups of the automorphism group of G and K re-

spectively, composed of the inner automorphisms, induced by the elements of K .

1'hen we have

where the isomorphism is induced by the same element of A ,
and the last term

is an (in general infinite) weak product of compact connected simple Lie groups

with no center.

'v,

PROOF. By a theorem of Iwasawa [3], ?t(/0/3(/0 is totally disconnected,

and it is obvious that 3(/0/\(K) is totally disconnected. Hence ^(K)/^K(K)
is totally disconnected. Therefore 3^(/C) 2 ?I(/0 But as

L3K(K) is connected,

we have ?I(K) ^ ^^(K ), whence we get the first equality.

Now let A be the center of K . Then A is clearly a normal subgroup of G.

On the other hand since a compact commutative normal subgroup of a connected

topological group is central by [3], A is central in G. Therefore we have a natu-

ral isomorphism of 3^(A ) onto
3^(/ ) by restricting the domain.

Next it is well known that a compact connected group reduces to the last form

modulo the center.

3- Theorems.

Let G be a locally compact connected group and let G = L*K be a cannonical

decomposition. Since ?I(C)A = K by Lemma 1 (1), every element of ?i(G) deter-

mines an element of W-(K). On the other hand by Lemma 4, ?J(A) is naturally iso-

morphic to 3^(X ). Therefore we have a continuous homomorphism < from

into %G(K). Denote the kernel by 8.
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Now since K is mapped onto itself by 2I(G), ^^(K ) is a normal subgroup

of U(G). And is the identity mapping on ^(K ). Therefore is onto, and we

have the direct product decomposition of ^I(G): ?l(G) =
9^(A ) x 8. Now, since

we can find a
3^-.(A)-part

of elements of ?I(G) continuously, this decomposition

is continuous. And we can see also that 8 is connected.

Next we shall retain the notations of L, D and D* as in 1, and for x L,
'V.

we shall denote by %* the corresponding element of L . Now consider ^r^(L) and

^rj(L) in Lemma 3. Then by defining

f/V)** =(*(*))* **CL*

f(a)y = y y C A,

r \>

for a ^n, we have an automorphism f(a) of G. And since /(a) is continuous
*-' ^\j 'V*

on a neighborhood G^
=

LI x /C, it is continuous on G, namely f&rj) C ^I(G).
^v> *x^

Now the convergence of a sequence of 5I(G) or ?I(Z/) is equivalent to the uni-

form convergence in some definite compact neighborhood of the identity. This

shows the bicontinuity of /. Hence /(^^) is connected with
?I^,

and we have

that /(HD )gH(G).

Thus we get the following:

THEOREM 1. Let G be a locally compact connected group with a canonical

decomposition G = L K, and let K be the connected component of the identity

of K. Then

(1) !I(O = %G(K) x 8 where 8 = |a|aeH(Q, a(*) = *, *CKj

(2) There exists a bicontinuous-isomorphism from ?I^(L) i/i^o 8:

Suppose now that L* is mapped onto itself by ?I(G). Then every element of

8 induces an automorphism of L*, which makes every element of D* fixed. There-
i

/v.
/

fore we can get an isomorphism / from 8 into
?I^. This mapping / is clearly

the inverse mapping of /. Therefore we have
/"(2Ip(L) ) = 8. Hence 8 is a Lie

group. On the other hand as %G(K) is compact, we have the following:

THEOREM 2. // L* is mapped onto itself by K(G) in Theorem'l, then ?I(C)

is locally compact and f&^L)) - 8.

COROLLARY. Let G be a locally compact connected perfect group. Then

is locally compact.
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PROOF. Since G is perfect, the factor group G/K is also perfect. On the

other hand if a connected Lie group is perfect, then every connected locally iso-

morphic group is also perfect, and G/K is locally isomorphic with /,. Therefore

L is perfect. Hence by Lemma 1, (2) (b) and Theorem 2 we have the corollary.

Proof of the tower theorem. (1) Because the center of A is central in G, we

can apply Lemma 1, (2) in this case. Thus we have ?I(C)L*~ L* which implies that

U(G) ^^G(K) x ?ID (L) by Theorem 2. On the other hand since the center of /, is

clearly discrete, by Lemma 3, (2) ?l^(L) has no center.

(2) From ?I(G) = H5a x 8, we get easily that

H2
(C)=?l(nSa)x?l<8).

And by using ?I(ILSa)
=" IIS

a, we may write inductively

Now, using Lemma 2, the Lie algebra of ?l"(8) is $ (Lie algebra of 8 ). And

since 8 has no center, the Lie algebra of 8 has no center. Therefore our asser-

tion follows from the tower theorem of Lie algebras.
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SOME NEW DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS FOR SEMI-SIMPLE GROUPS

G. D. MOSTOW

1. Introduction. This paper arose out of an investigation of the topological

structure of Klein spaces with semi-simple isotropy group. The main results are:

THEOREM 3. Let G be the space of all rcxrc symmetric real matrices, let

$ be any linear subspace of 6 such that [X[XY] ]. for all A, V t ft
, and let

$ = [X\X CS, TrA'S = 0\. Then any positive definite symmetric real matrix can be

represented uniquely and continuously as cfe where e (" exp $>
, and /(~exp'(\.

THEOREM 4. Let P,$ be as before. Then any nonsingular real matrtt. can

be represented uniquely and continuously as k*fe where k is orthogonal,

The analogue of Theorem 3 for positive definite llermitian complex matrices

is also true, and in fact follows from it with the help of Theorem 1 (cf. below).

The analogue of Theorem 4 for complex matrices is also true.

From Theorem 4, one can deduce:

THEOREM 5- Let G be a connected semi-simple Lie group and let -Si 4
&

be a Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebra with ft compact (cf. end of 2 for

definitions). Let $' be a linear subspace of $ such that [X[XY] ] C (^
'

for all

X, y e C?'. Let % = \X\B(X,$') - 0, X e H where B is the fundamental bilinear

form on . Then C decomposes topologically into K*F E where K is the ana-

lytic subgroup determined by &, F = exp?^, E = expC* .

THEOREM 6. Let be a real semi-simple Lie algebra, let C9 be semi-sim-

ple subalgebra, and let ft + $ be a Cartan decomposition for ,
ft being com-

pact. Then there is a Cartan decomposition ft + S for with ft Cft and (V r fr.

From Theorem 6 one deduces:

THEOREM 7. Let
($^

C 2 C C n be an ascending chain of semi-simple

Lie algebras of endomorphisms of a real linear space V of finite dimension. Then

a positive definite inner product B for V can be chosen in such a way that -

i H +
| n S(i ~ 1, , n) where ft and & are respectively the skew-sym-

metric and symmetric endomorphisms of V with respect to B.

A noteworthy special case is n~l.

31
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Let ., B be as in Theorem 7, and let G
i
denote the analytic group of matri-

ces which @
t
determines. Then G

(

= G
i Q K G, H ^ topologically (i = l, ,rc),

where A is the orthogonal group, and P is the set of positive definite symmetric

matrices with respect to B, by a standard argument (cf. [3]).

These results enable one to prove that the factor space of a Lie group by a

semi-simple subgroup is a fiber bundle whose fibers are euclidean and whose base

space is the factor space of a compact group. The import of the above results for

Klein spaces is discussed in a paper that shall appear elsewhere.

Another result that is included in this paper is a simplified version of E.

Cartan's proof that maximal compact subgroups of a semi-simple analytic group

are conjugate under inner automorphism. Although the proof given here is in es-

sence Cartan's, it seems appropriate to present it, for in the setting of 2, Car-

tan's ideas can be executed with simplicity and rigor, and without a previous

knowledge of symmetric Riemannian spaces. As a matter of fact, part of 2 can be

considered as a novel exposition of Cartan's symmetric Riemannian spaces.

2. The space of positive definite matrices. Let G denote the space of real

nxn symmetric matrices and let P denote the space of positive definite symmetric

matrices. We will regard G as a linear space with inner product

Tr AT, X, Y e G

and we will regard P as a Riemannian space with infinitesimal metric

where p(t) is a differentiate path in P, p denotes dp/dt, and Tr denotes trace

(cf. l4l). Clearly this metric on P is invariant under the transitive group of trans-

formations p -> x'px, where x is any non-singular matrix and x* is its transpose.

The inner product on G is positive definite, since all the eigenvalues of the ele-

ments of G are real. For any X C G we define the linear transformations

RX : g~*gX

on the linear space of all nxn matrices. We define Dy = R v Lv, and on G we
define
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Clearly TX is a linear transformation of G into 8.

LEMMA 1. For any X e G, tx
= (sinhDx/2)/(I) x/2)

on 6 and is self-adjoint.

PROOF. Let X(t) be a differentiate path in (\ Differentiating both sides

of the equation with respect to t,

A(expA)-(exP A)A

we obtain

A(expA) 4 A(exp A) - (exp A) A 4 (exp A) A

and thus

A(expA) - (exp A)A = (exp A) A - A(expA) .

Hence

~-j (expA
r

)
(
ex
P~2~)^

" X
V exp ~9 )

(e^p ^^
(
exp ~2 /"

Since L^ and 7?^ commute, exp D/2 -
exp - L/2 expA

J

/2, where />, />, A1

denote DX , LX , and
/?^ respectively. Hence

Selecting for X(t) the path X + tY, where y C 6, we see that for all Y

where r denotes
r^.

We now prove that r is the restriction to G of

exP P/2~cxp-P/2 si
" "

D D/2

Observe first that r is self-adjoint on 6, for
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1 4- 2 Tr/lA^exp-Av^W (exp-A/2) = Tr/4(rfl).

Moreover the restriction of i)^ to & is also self-adjoint so that

r - (sinh/V2)/(D/2) is self-adjoint on G. Let ft = M
|

4 e G, M = 0}. Vie have

seen that

D/2

for ail y e 6.

Thus T - (sinh/)/2)/(/)/2) maps S into %. Let 31
l

denote the orthogonal

complement of % in S. Then (r -(sinh/y2)/(/y2))7T C W f| K^-lOf. On the oth-

er hand if y C 31, then AT -- YX, expU f ^) = exp* expfV, and rA' - X -

(sinhD/2)/(D/2)A'. Thus r = (sinh/V2)/(D/2) throughout G.

DEFINITION. Let / be a differentiate path in P. By Pft(f) is meant the

Riemannian length of / in the metric that we have introduced on P. By pg(/) is

meant the ordinary euclidean length of the path log/ which lies in the euclidean

space G (the metric in G being derived from the positive definite inner product

TrAT).

LEMMA 2. Along any differentiable path p(t) in P,

Tr(logp)
2 < Tr

thus, for any differentiable path f in P,

PROOF. First we observe that

pp-)(p-^pp-
H

) Trr(logp)
2

by definition of T, where r denotes "

lo
. Now by Lemma 1, r = (stnhD/2)/(D/2),

where D denotes D^ o , and thus the eigenvalues of ( are
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where
A^, , \n are the eigenvalues of log p. Since logp is symmetric its ei-

genvalues are real, and consequently the eigenvalues of r are not less than I.

Since moreover, r is self-adjoint with respect to the imposed inner product on C'i,

we conclude immediately that

Tr(logp)
2
^ Tr[r(logp)l

2 -
'Ir(p~

7

p)
1
'.

Since Tr(logp) is the infinitesimal form of the cuclidean metric in ^\ the second

assertion of the lemma follows at once.

LEMMA 3. exp t logp (0 ^ t ^ /) is the unique geodesic in /' joining the

identity I to the element p P. More generally, the geodesic between any two

points is unique.

PROOF. Let H denote logp, and let / denote the path exp ///, L / /.

Since // and til commute, Pft(f)
is clearly equal to (Tr//")

/2

,
which in turn is

the euclidean distance between log/ and log exp//. It follows immediately from

the minimum property of geodesies in euclidean space that (Tr// )
2 -

f>(^(g) for

any differentiate path g in /* other than log/. Thus for all differentiaMe paths

in g other than
/,

It follows at once that f is the unique geodesic from / to p. Since the group of

isometries of P is transitive, geodesies between any two points are unique.

DEFINITION. Let p, q t P. pq shall denote the geodesic path joining p

to q. p^(p 9 q) denotes the euclidean distance in h between logp and logr/.

LE^MMA 4. The Riemannian angle between two paths f and g intersecting

at I is equal to the euclidean angle in ft between the two paths log/ and log

at 0. Moreover, in any geodesic triangle AHC in P,

c2 ^ a2 f b2 - 2ab cos $ C

where a, b, r, are the lengths of sides opposite the angles A, It
,
C respectively.

PROOF. We may assume for convenience that f(0)
-

g(0)
-

I. The Rieman-

nian angle between / and g at I is by definition
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and at f(0) = g(0) = I, this reduces to

Tr/g

Since the mapping p >logp is non-singular, the angle at between log/

and logg in & depends only on the tangents to / and g at /. Thus we can assume

for convenience of computation that

/() = exp t f (0), g(t)
= exp t g(0).

It is now clear that the Riemannian angle between / and g at / equals the

euclidean angle between log/ and logg at 0.

We suppose now that ABC is a geodesic triangle in P. Translating the ver-

tex C to / by an isometry, we may assume without loss of generality that C is

at /.

Applying Lemma 2, we obtain

PR (AB)
2 > P& (AB)

2 > PG (A, fi)
2 -

P & (A, C)2 + p Q(A,C)
2 - 2 P(5(A, C) pQ (B, C) cos * C,

the last equality being the law of cosines in the euclidean space G. Now as seen

in the Proof of Lemma 2,

and similarly pg(#, C) - a.

Applying the first part of Lemma 4, we have

c2 = pR (AB)
2 >a2 + b2 -2ab cos * C.

REMARK. From the inequality of Lemma 4 it follows readily that the sum of

the three angles of a geodesic triangle in P is at most 180. For let ABC be a

geodesic triangle in P with a, i, c denoting the length of sides opposite the ver-

tices A 9 B, C respectively. Since a, 6, c satisfy the triangle inequality, there

exists in euclidean space a triangle A^ ^, Cj with the sides opposite Aj, Bj,

Cj being of length a, b, c respectively. Now cos C^ (a
2 + b2 - c2 ) / 2ab <

cos * C. Hence $ C < $ Cr Similarly $ A < * A
l9 $ B < $ Br It follows that

$A+$B + $C< 180.
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LEMMA 5. Let X G. The mappings

ax : A A exp A' + exp A' A , A b

0^:4-. /I exp(AfM), /leS
*U =0

are 7-7 linear transformations of & onto 6. Let y x
=

/j7/ av. 77?en

y^
- D^ coth (Dx/2).

PROOE. The mapping yx is obviously a linear transformation of ^o into G.

To prove that it is 7-7 into, it suffices to conclude from A exp A \ exp A A -

()

with A 6 & that /I = 0. Suppose

/I exp A 4 exp A A - 0.

Then

F/ A\ , A]' A A / A^ .

I ^P- 2/
Xp

2
' = CXP

2
CXP "

2
= "

V
P ""

2/

A

2
'

Thus (exp- (A/2) A exp (A/2) is skew-symmetric. On the other hand, its eigen-

values being eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix A, are all real. Hence it is zero

and A = 0.

As for By, it is exp -=-- exp r y and is thus a 7 - 7 linear tran.sfor-A 2 2
mation of 6 onto G. Finally

yx = (cxpLx/2 (cxpRx/2)Tx )~
2
(exp RX f exp LX ) on ft

sinhD^/2

coshDx/2

*sinhD Y/2A

= Dx cothDx/2.

THEOREM 1. Let 5 be a linear subspace of G and let E = exp^. Then

, [X, y] 1 CS far all X, y C S t/"an</ on/y i/ efe E for all e, f C f,'.

PROOF. Assume first that [*[*, Ml C S for all X, Y C S. Then /^ y e: fS
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for all X 9 y e S. Let t 6 E and let ye. Define the path X(t) in G by the

relationship expA(i) = exp^y / exp^y. Then

d . , x ,. x d
cxpX(t)

v ds s = Q dt t = t
g

~ y expA(i) -f expA(i) y.

Thus

where D = DXUY anc* /^) *s a ^^ferentiable, in fact an analytic matrix valued

function of the matrix A'.

Moreover, since the Taylor-series expansion for D cothD/2 involves only

even powers of D, f has the additional property that f(X) S when X . We

may therefore regard X=f(X) as a differential equation on and by the funda-

mental existence theorem for differential equations there is a solution in with

initial point at X(0). Applying now the uniqueness theorem for solutions of ordi-

nary differential equations, we have X(t) for all t. On taking t = 1 and Y =

loge for e 6 , we conclude that for all e, / ,
e /e E.

Conversely, assume that e fe 6 whenever e, /"
C . Then for / G and

y , let AXO be the path in G defined by the relation

= exp^y

Then X(t) e for all t and thus X(t) as well as

t-0 t
2

if the latter limit exists. But as seen above, X(t) = D(cothD/2)(y> where D =

Consequently

where IT depends continuously on f.

Hence D^ (0)
(y) e , Taking /= expA:, we have [X, [X, Y]] = D2(y> e .

Proof of the theorem is now complete.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the
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COROLLARY. Let ft be a linear subspace of & with the property

[X,[X, y]] e 5 for all X, Y e ft . Then E - expft a geodesic subspace of P.

PROOF. By Lemma 3, E contains the geodesic joining the identity matrix /

with any point p E. Since the family of isometrics of P consisting of all trans-

formations x~+exe with e 6 E keeps E invariant and carries / into all points of

E, the set E must contain the geodesic joining any two of its points, i.e., E is

a geodesic subspace of P.

The converse to this corollary is also true. For consider the mapping
o : x+pxp of P onto P where p C P. It is easy to verify that this preserves

the infinitesimal metric on P and is thus an isometry. Clearly o
}

has p as a

fixed point and it maps each geodesic p
1/2

exptXp^ through p onto p^
i.e., every geodesic through p is a subset invariant under o . It follows that if

E = expg is a geodesic subspace, then a (E) C E for all p e E. Now let r de-

note the isometry x >p'
/2

xp
l/2 of P onto P for p e P. Then for all x e P,

that is, *

p
= a

p <y/2
. Hence for all e, f E, e fe = t

g (f)
= o

e ( e% (f) ) . Ap-
plying the preceding theorem, we have for all A', y e C? that U, U, K ]] e: ft.

REMARK,
a^

and t

p
are symmetry and translation respectively in the lan-

guage of E. Cartan.

These last results can be described in a somewhat sharper way. Namely

THEOREM 2. Let (S be a linear subspace of G and let E - expft. 7Ae /o/-

lowing are then equivalent:

(1) E is a geodesic subspace of P.

(2) For all e, f E, e fe e E.

(3) For all X,Yt$, [X, [X, H ] C .

(4) S is a Lie triple system, i.e., for all A, Y, Z e fr
f U, [y, Zl] C ft.

PROOF. We have already established above the equivalence of (1), (2), and

(3). To complete proof of this theorem, it suffices to prove that (3) implies (4).

Assume (3). By polarization

[Z,[X,Yl] + [X,[Z,Y] left

for all X9 y, Z in S. Now applying the Jacobi identity
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we obtain after substitution

(A) l[Z,Xl?]

for all X, y, Z in 5. Interchanging X and Y, we have

[[Z, y],*]

and hence

for all X, y, Z 5. From (A) and (B) it follows that [X, [Z, Y] ] e S for all *,

y, Z S. From this (4) follows at once. Proof of the theorem is now complete.

THEOREM 3. Let be a linear subspace of the space G of real symmetric

nxn matrices such that [X[X,Y]] e for all X, I e . Le* g=U|*e6,trA=0j.
Lei ", F denote exp, exp J respectively. Then any positive definite real sym-

metric matrix can be expressed uniquely and continuously as e fe with e E,

fCF.

PROOF. We consider the mapping <f>
: (e,/) *e fe of the cartesian product

ExF into P, the space of positive definite real symmetric matrices.
</>

is a one-

to-one map of ExF into P. For suppose ^2fl
e
l
~ e

2^2
e
2
w^ e

i
^ ^

ft
F(i-l, 2). Then consider the geodesic triangle with vertices at ;/jj, e

2
,

and
e^.

By Theorem 2, is a geodesic subspace of P. Hence the geodesic joiningJO 9
e* to eT, lies in E. On the other hand the geodesic joining ^jf^e^

to e, lies in

e 1^ e
l*

^n as muc^ as S ^s perpendicular to S (with respect to the inner product

tr^y on S) at zero, F is perpendicular to E at the identity matrix / by Lemma
4. Since x^e^xe^ is an isometry, ejFej is perpendicular to e^Ee^-E at

ej.
Thus the angle at ej of the above geodesic triangle is 90. Similarly, the an-

gle at
e|

is 90 for it is formed by the geodesic joining e| to
e^ /^ e^

= e
2 f2 e

2 ,

which lies in
e^ F e

2 and by the geodesic joining e| to e| which lies in E. De-

noting the lengths of the sides of the geodesic triangle by a, 6, c we have by
Lemma 4, c >a2 +b2 and 62 > a2 + c2 , where a is the length of the side joining

e2 to
e|.

Hence a=0 and
e|

=
e|. It follows that e

;
= e

2 and thus
/^

= fr
Thus is a one-to-one mapping.

We now denote by \x\ the Riemannian distance from X to the identity matrix

/, where x e P.

For any e e E, /CF, |0(e, /)| is a/i upper iou/irf /or |e| and
|/|. For consider
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the geodesic triangle with vertices at /, e/e, and e . By the same reasoning that

was just used, there is a right angle at e2 . Hence by Lemma 4, \efe\* ^ 1^1^ *

|/|
2

. Thus \efe\ > sup(2|e|, |/|) and from this the assertion follows.

Finally, let us consider the image set <f)(ExF). Since < is continuous

and one-to-one, it is a homeomorphism of each open set in K xF with compact clo-

sure into P. Since ExF and P are euclidean spaces of the same dimension,

</>(ExF) must be open in P by the well-known invariance-of-domain theorem for

euclidean space. On the other hand suppose that % is a point in the closure of

<j>(ExF). Then there exists a sequence \e n \ C E and \fn \ C F such that x
n
-

enfn e
n converges to x. Now since \e n fn e

n \

> sup(|ej, |/J), lej and |/n l lie

in compact subsets of E and F and have points of accumulation e and / (in E

and F) respectively. Since
</>

is continuous, % - efe e <j)(ExF). Thus (ExF) is

closed. Since P is connected ^(Ext) = P . Since < is continuous and one-to-one,

it is a homeomorphism on each compact set of ExF. Since maps bounded sets

of P into compact sets of ExF
9 <j>~ must be continuous on each bounded set of

P and is hence continuous on P. Consequently <f>
is a homeomorphism of E x F

onto P. Proof of the theorem is now complete.

THEOREM 4. Let S, $> e
> / be as in Theorem 3. Then any non-singular nxn

matrix can be expressed uniquely and continuously as k'f'C where If is orthogo-

nal, e e E, f e F.

PROOF. Let A denote the group of orthogonal nxn matrices. Let denote

the mapping (k,f,e)~*kfe of KxFxE into the full linear group.

6 is a one-to-one mapping. For if
kj f1 e

l
= ^

2 /2
e
2

wit^
*i' /i' i

in ^ ^' ^

(i = l, 2), then on multiplying by the transpose we obtain
e^ ff e^

=- e
2 fj

r
2' ^

Theorem 3, e^
= e

2 , /j
= /2 and consequently kj

=
A:,^-

The mapping is also 0nJo. For given a non-singular matrix x, select e (* /i

and / F so as to satisfy ef
2 e = tX'X 9 which is certainly possible since

** */*. Now xife)~* is orthogonal, for

= /.

Set k =
x(fe}"

1
. Then * = A/e with k C A, /e F, e e A

1

.

Thus is a one-to-one onto mapping. The inverse 6~* is also continuous.

For in the representation x = kfe, e and / depend continuously on ixx by Theo-
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rem 3 and thus depend continuously on x. It follows k too depends continuously

on x. Hence 6"1 is continuous, and 6 is a homeomorphism. Proof of theorem is

now complete.

Let be a real or complex Lie algebra. By its adjoint group or group of in-

ner automorphisms is meant the linear Lie group on that is generated by the Lie

algebra of linear transformations ad - adA denoting the transformation

Y>[X, y]. A subalgebra of a real Lie algebra is said to be a compact sub-

algebra of if the analytic subgroup of the adjoint group of which is generated

by the subalgebra {ad A'
|

A' injr) I is compact. A real Lie algebra is called compact

if its adjoint group is compact. If is a compact subalgebra of ,
then is com-

pact but not conversely.

By the complexification of a real Lie algebra is meant the Lie algebra over

the complex numbers that is obtained upon augmenting the ground field to the field

of complex numbers. By a real form of a complex Lie algebra is meant a real

linear subspace which is closed under the formation of Poisson brackets and

such that every element of can be expressed uniquely as X + \-l Y with X,

y in
Sj. Thus it is a real Lie subalgebra whose complexification can be identified

with .

By a compact real form of a complex Lie algebra is meant a real form which

is compact. It is clear that this is a compact subalgebra of regarded as a real Lie

algebra.

It was first verified by E. Cartan and later proved by H. Weyl that every com-

plex semi- simple Lie group has a compact real form. It is well known that in a

compact semi-simple Lie algebra, that fundamental bilinear form is negative defi-

nite, i.e., the form B(X, Y) = Tr ad* ady.

Let be a real semi-simple Lie algebra, and let
c

denote its complexifi-

cation. Let 6 denote the conjugation of
c

with respect to
, that is, the cor-

respondence X + yf^lY+X -yf^lY where X, Y are in .

DEFINITION. A Cartan decomposition of is a decomposition into the di-

rect sum of a subalgebra $ and a linear subspace @ such that, for some compact
real form K of

c
which is invariant under 6, = p ^ and S =

f] V^T/^.
For existence of such a decomposition, cf. [3]. Since, in the above definition,

=$ + Y-TJ, there is a one-to-one correspondence between Cartan decomposi-
tion of a real semi-simple Lie algebra and compact real form of which are

invariant under the conjugation of
c

with respect to . It is known in addition

that $ is a compact subalgebra of .

Let now
, c , 6 be as before, and let <8>K be a compact real form of

c
that

is invariant under 6. Since preserves Poisson brackets, its restriction to the
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real form ^ is an automorphism of ^. Let
<f>

denote the extension of this au-

tomorphism to an automorphism of
c

. Then <f>(X)
- X for A^ fl /c

anc*

<f)(X)
= -/f for X 6 p| \/^~7 . Since < is an automorphism of it preserves

the fundamental bilinear form, so that for any X R, 1' C S we have #(A, V) =

fiU,~y) and hence B(X, Y) = 0. We can select a base Up , ^ s ) for J? and

a base <*s +j, , *) for g so that B., A"
y
.)
= ->/*/(*> /< 5 > and B(X.,X.) =

^Jj for (i,j>s\ Relative to the base
(A^, , A^) for ,

it can be said the ma-

trix representing ad A' is skew-symmetric or symmetric according as X C R or

X respectively (cf. [3]). As a result, if we identify linear transformations on

with their matrices relative to the base
(Xj, , Xn ) we have for any A 6 ,

With respect to this base, the matrices of ad are skew-symmetric and the ma-

trices of adS are symmetric.

DEFINITION. Let R+ be a Cartan decomposition of a real semi-simple

Lie algebra . By a R+ base for is meant any base with respect to which

the matrices of ad and adS are respectively skew-symmetric and symmetric.

It is evident that with respect to a +@ decomposition for a semi-simple al-

gebra ,
we have *ad = ad, i.e., ad is a self-adjoint family of matrices.

THEOREM 5. Let G be a connected real semi-simple Lie group , let B de-

note the fundamental bilinear form on its Lie algebra , and let $ + (& be a Car-

tan decomposition of (& being compact). Let S be a linear subspace of G such

that [AMY, y]] e' for all X, ye'. Let g =U|BU,g') =01. Then G decom-

poses topologically into K*F E where K is the analytic subgroup determined

by R, F

PROOF. Let Ad denote the adjoint representation x+dl
ê (x)

where F(*)

denotes the inner automorphism y+xyx~* of G and dT
e (x)

is the differential of

IX*) at the identity e. As is known, AdexpA! = expadA' for all X in the Lie al-

gebra (which is the tangent space to G at e). We select once and for all a fixed

R+ base in t and we identify linear transformations on with their matrix

representations relative to the chosen base. For any X ad, *X = -X where tX
is the transpose of X\ for any X C adS,

1X = X. Hence *ad = ad, and

*Adexp = exp*ad = expad = Adexp. Since each element of the connected

group AdG is a product of elements from Adexp, it follows that *AdG = AdC.

Suppose now that x AdG. By Theorem 4, x = kfe where k is orthogonal,

e e expad
'

= Ad', and /Cexpg, where %=\X\X C G, TrA' -ad' = 0\ and G
is the totality of real symmetric nxn matrices (n = dim). Consequently, AdG
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contains
lxx = e f

2
e. Since e f

2
e is a positive definite symmetric matrix, in the

semi-simple group AdG, it is in the subset exp ad = AdE (cf. [3] Lemma 2.5 p.

976). Now by Theorem 3, p = e f
2 e has a representation e^ /j

e
l

with e
l exp adS.

Hence /,
=
e~^ p^ exp adS by Theorem 2. Applying the uniqueness part of

Theorem 3, we conclude f
2 =

fj exp adS p expg= exp(g Q ad 5) = exp$ =

AdF. As a result k = xe~ f~* AdG and, being orthogonal, is in the analytic

subgroup AdK (cf. [3], Lemma 2.5 p. 977). It now follows readily that AdG =

AdK AdF AdE topologically. Repeating the argument in [3], Lemma 2.7 p.

978, we conclude that G = K F E topologically.

3. Cartan's conjugacy theorem. In 2 we have deduced simply and with rig-

or a number of properties of the Reimannian space P, which is a symmetric Rie-

mannian space in the sense of Cartan. As a result, it is possible to present in a

rigorous and simple way Cartan's proof that the maximal compact subgroup of a

connected semi-simple group G are conjugate under inner automorphisms, (cf. [l]).

Let 8+(? be a Cartan decomposition for (3, the Lie algebra of G, and let K
be the analytic subgroup of G that is determined by . It is sufficient to prove
that if K' is a compact subgroup of G, then there is an A; G such that

x K x C K, i.e., K xK C xK. This means that the subgroup K' operating on the

space G/K of right cosets [gK] by left translations has the coset [x K] as a fixed

point.

Let E denote the subspace expS of G. Then the mapping (e, k) > ek of

E C K into G is a homeomorphism and moreover the mapping e Ade is a homeo-

morphism of into the space of linear transformations on
, (cf. [3]).

We choose once and for all a fixed S-S base in 0, and we identify linear

transformations on with their matrices relative to the chosen base. We denote

by Q and P the space of symmetric and positive definite matrices respectively.
We regard P as a Riemannian space, the metric being the one adopted in 2, and
we employ the same notation introduced in 2. Then ad 5 C G, AdE C P, ad* is

skew-symmetric, and thus Ad# is orthogonal.

Let < denote the mapping [xK]+Ade* of G/K into Ad where by defini-

tion e
x is the unique element of E such that e

%
. k = x for some k K. Let t(g)

denote the mapping which carries any g in G into the isometry p-* Adg -p *AdgP.
Then, is a homeomorphism of G/K into P which is equivariant with respect to
the homomorphism t of G into the group of isome tries on P. That

</>
is a homeo-

morphism follows immediately from the fact that G =ExK topologically, e-Ade
is a homeomorphism of E into P, and p-*p

2
is a homeomorphism of Ad onto

Ad. Since <f>([xK\) - Ade2 = (Adex)
2 = Ad* -<Ad*, we have

*Adx = Adg Ad* *
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for all g C G. Thus
</>

is equivariant with respect to t.

Accordingly, to prove that the compact subgroup K' has a fixed point in G/K

is equivalent to proving that the compact group of isometrics t(K ) has a fixed

point in (f>(G/K). Consequently, we can shift the fixed point investigation from

G/K to AdE = exp ad, and the conjugacy theorem will follow the result:

Let $ be a linear subspace of G such that (X, [X, Y ]]C for all X, Y C

(i.e., such that exp is a geodesic subspace; cf. Theorem 2). Let K be a com-

pact group of isome tries of P which keeps E = exp invariant. Then K has a

fixed point in E.

PROOF. Let x be any point of
,
and let F be the function with E as do-

main such that F(p) =
fftp(p, k(x))

2 dk for p C E. Let p be a point of E which

minimizes F. Clearly, there is such a
p^.

Since the family of isometrics p >epe

with e E is transitive on E and keeps invariant (Theorem 1) we can assume

without loss of generality that p is the identity /.

Now for any p, q P 9 p(p9 q) = p(p~
1/2

pp^, p~
H
qp~

1/2

) = pg(/, p~
I/2

?p~
l/
') by

Lemma 3. Thus p(p,q)
2 = Tr(logp~^ qp~

l/

*)
2 = Tr(logp~^ <?)

2
, where by definition

logm for any matrix m with only positive eigenvalues is log Trm-f L(m(Trm)"~^),

L(x) being the power series ^(-l)"*
1 ^^ (x-l)

n
. It should be noted therefore that

the eigenvalues of p q are the same as the eigenvalues of the positive definite

matrix p~**?p~**. For letting A =
p~*

/2

q and B=p~^ the eigenvalues of AB and

#/4 the solutions of the equations \\-AB \

= and |A-6/l |

= 0, and each is

equivalent to |AB~~^
- A

\

= 0.

Let now p be a matrix, and let 8(t) be an analytic path of matrices with

8(0) =
p. We denote by 8 the operator which assigns to matrix or scalar valued

functions defined around p their derivatives with respect to t along 8(t) at t -0.

Thus for example, if the power series f(x) = %a
n
xn is convergent in a neighbor-

hood of the matrix p, then

STr/(p) = TrS/(p)

= Tr/(p) Sp.

Regarding now p(p, q) as a function of its first argument, the point q C P be-

ing held fixed, and letting 8 be an arbitrary analytic path emanating from the ele-

ment p C P, we have
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8p(p 9 q)
2 = STrdogp^"

7
)
2 = 2Tr[logp?-'](p^r

7
8p .

(\ogpq~
1
) q p"

1
Sp.

Since q~* log(pq~*)q *p~* as a function of p is uniformly continuous on each compact

set in P, the convergence of the difference-quotient to the derivative 8p(p, q) is uniform.

As a result, 8F(p)
=
J^Sp(p, M*))

2
</A;, for any 8 lying in E. Since F is a differen-

tiate function of p, by Rolle's theorem 8F = for any 5 in which originates

at /.

Thus for any such 3

fK 8p(l,k(x))
2dk = fK 2'Ttlogq~

1
SprfA

= -2/x Trlog? .

On the other hand, 8pQ(p,q)
2 = 5 Tr (log p

- log </^ = 2 Tr(logp-logqr)^""^ Sp

and for p = / we get pg(7, qr)

2 = -2Trlog<7 5p, 3 being a path originating at /.

As a result, / is an extremum for the function G(p) =
J/^Pg(p> k(x)) dk with pCF.

However, the correspondence p logp with p is an isometry of onto

relative to metrics pg in and euclidean distance in S, and any extremum for

G(expA') with X C is the unique center of mass of the set logA(^), the point

Ar(x) being weighted by .

More rigorously, if / is a continuous mapping of the compact group K into the

euclidean space S, then at the extrema of the function h(X) -
fa\Xf(k)\ dk, we

have fa(X-f(k)) 8Xdk = 0, the dot multiplication being inner product, for any

8 in S with origin at A^. Thus =
fa(X-f(k))dk S,Y by linearity and thus

fK(X-f(k))dk = 0. Consequently * = fKf(k)dk/fRdk and A(*) has but one ex-

tremum its unique minimum. Taking / to be the mapping A log k(x) of K into ,

the minimum for A(A:> is A:=(?, and thus fKpQ(I,k(x) fdk < fKpQ(p, k(x))
2dk if

p4L
Applying Lemma 2 of 2, we obtain

fKp(I, k(x) )
2dk =

fcpQd, k(x) )
2dk < fKp g(p, fa) )

2dk < fKp(p, k(x) )
2dk

if p^/. That is, / is the unique minimum of F(p). Now by the invariance of Haar

measure in K under translations, we have

, k(x))
2dk = fKp(p , c^k{x))

2dk = fKp(p, k(x)?dk = F(p)

so that F(c(l) ) = F(I) and thus c(7) = / for all c e K. Consequently, K admits a

fixed point in E.

We have thus proved: if G is a real connected semi-simple Lie group, and if
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is a Cartan decomposition of its Lie algebra (S the compact part), then any

compact subgroup of G is conjugate under an inner automorphism to a subgroup of

K, the analytic subgroup determined by $.

That is, any two maximal compact subalgebras of a real semi-simple algebra

are conjugate under an inner automorphism of . // S + is a Cartan decompo-

sition of (with & the compact part), then & is a maximal compact subalgebra.

Now, AdK being compact, K has a unique maximal compact subgroup K
Q (cf.

[3], pp. 979980). Thus every maximal compact subgroup of G is conjugate to KQ

under an inner automorphism.

If 8j+5, and $^ + (2 are Cartan decompositions for the real semi-simple

algebra , K^ being the compact part, then there is an inner automorphism T car-

rying &j into
2

Since automorphisms of preserve the fundamental bilinear

form By T carries S^, the orthogonal complement to 8j with respect to 6, into

2
Thus any two Cartan decompositions of a real semi-simple algebra are conju-

gate under an inner automorphism.

4. Some preliminaries about automorphisms. Let ^ be a compact semi- sim-

ple Lie algebra, i.e., its fundamental bilinear form B(X, Y) = Tr/ ad y is negative

definite. Let !$K be a Cartan subalgebra of @^, and let
c , c

be the complexi-

fications of
^, ^ respectively (cf. [3] 2). Then it is known that

(1) Modulo
c , there is a base [ea \

all roots a defined on
c 1 for

c
such

that [A, ej = a(h)ea for all h
c , and for each a.

(2) To each root a, there corresponds a unique AaC c
such that B(h, h^ =

a (A), for all h C ipc
. B(Aa, Ao) is a real number invariant under automorphisms of

the roots (i.e., correspondences between roots which preserves sums).

(3) The e
a can be chosen so as to satisfy [ea , eJ = ha.

otherwise.

c
a,

c
-a -/3

*s a ne ative number invariant under root automorphisms.

(5) Let
ip0

be the real linear span of lAJall roots a}, and let RQ be the

space of real linear functions on
fy Q . Then each automorphism of the roots deter-

mines a unique linear transformation of
RQ.

(6) = y-70. The ea can be so selected as to satisfy the additional con-

ditions ca^=-c_a>
_, and ze^Fe^ 6 ^ for each complex number z and root

a. In this case, ^ is spanned by Sj^ and {zea Se^J.

(7) Let F denote the set of automorphisms of
c

which keep (and hence

and ^) invariant. If 0CT, let 0* denote the linear transformation of RO
such that <f>*p(<f>h)

= p(A) for any p e #0, A C
0.

Then <-*<* is a homeomor-
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phism of F onto the group of linear transformations of RQ which take roots into roots.

The kernel of this homeomorphism consists of inner automorphisms of . If S is

a subset of l\ S* denotes {<*|<Sf.

(8) Let / be the totality of inner automorphisms in P. The group /* is called

the Weyl group. The group F* is called the Cartan group. For any p, a 6 RQ,
de-

fine fitp,cr)
=
B(hp^h^) where h is the element of

>Q satisfying B(h, h ) = p(A)

for all h
ig . Then B is a positive definite metric on RQ and the Weyl group

contains a generating set of reflections with respect to B . By a chamber is meant

the interior of a fundamental domain bounded by reflecting planes. Since / is nor-

mal in 1\ / is normal in F . Hence the family of reflecting planes of / and, thus,

chambers are permuted by the Cartan group. Furthermore, /* = /^ where /^ is the

subset of / keeping 0^ invariant, ([6]).

(9) Each chamber C is bounded by 5 faces, where s - dimR =
dim^Q

=

rank$
c ; i.e., to each chamber, there corresponds a fundamental system of s roots

j8j,-..,j3 s
such that C = {p|fi*(p,0-)>0}. Each root a = /i^ +...+ n

s ]8 s

where rc,, ? n are integers of the same sign or zero. In addition

\ & . f> & . f> i

&1 PS' -Pi'
' -Ps

generates @ .

(10) An admissible ordering of the roots is an ordering such that if a < a

and /S < ]8p then a + ft <
a^

+
/3^

. If ipp , ps I is any base for
RQ,

then lexi-

cographic ordering with respect to the components of roots relative to this base is

an admissible ordering. A root is called positive relative to an admissible order-

ing if it is greater than 0. A root p is called prime under an admissible ordering

if p 4 a + p where + p < a, /3 < p. A positive root is prime if and only if it is

not the sum of two positive roots. Assume a+ a.' is a root automorphism. Let

be any admissible ordering of the roots. Define for each positive root p a complex

number u by induction on the subscript of p =
a^:

U

arbitrary if p is prime

P
1S

1 V_^ if p = a+p < , j8 < p.

I
C
a0

By a theorem of Weyl, the numbers u defined in this way are defined consistent-

ly and the linear transformation of with e*uei,h+hi (all roots a) is' caaa'aa
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an automorphism of
c , where by definition u_aua

~ 1.

(11) Any two Cartan subalgebras of a real compact or complex semi-simple

Lie algebra are conjugate under an inner automorphism, (cf. [2], [5], or [6] ).

5. Automorphisms of compact semi-simple algebra. Let ^ be a real semi-

simple Lie algebra which is compact, and let it be imbedded in its complexifica-

tion.

LEMMA 5. Suppose X e K , Y e y^7 K and e = exp ad y. // e(X) K
then [y, X] = 0.

PROOF. e(X) = exp ad ytf) - cosh ad Y(X) + sinh ad Y(X). Since (ad Y)
n
(X)

is in \J--1 ^ for all odd powers n, and in ^ for all even powers n 9

cosh ady(#) e K ,
sinh adYU) e \/^7 .

i\ TV

Since e(X) C ^ by hypothesis, sinh ady(A') = 0. But ad y is a semi-simple

linear transformation (i.e., minimal equations have no repeated factors) and its

eigenvalues are all real (cf. 2).

Since moreover sinh* is a one-to-one real valued function of the real number

x, the subspaces of eigenvectors belonging to its various eigenvalues is the same

for ad y and sinh ady. As a result any eigenvector of sinh ady is an eigenvalue

of ad y. Since sinh"1 = 0, sinh ad Y(X) = implies ad Y(X) = 0, i.e., [y, X] - 0.

REMARK. It is known (cf.[3l) that any inner automorphism of
c

can be rep-

resented as e k where k is an inner automorphism generated by ad^ and

e C exp adyf^J @^. If ek keeps ^ invariant, then e(^) C
^. By Lemma 4.1

e is the identity transformation on ^ and hence on
c

. Thus the only inner au-

tomorphisms keeping ^ invariant are the inner automorphisms of
^.

As a re-

sult Ad(^), the adjoint group of
^,

can be identified with the subgroup of

Ad( c ) which keeps ^ invariant.

Let be a real semi-simple Lie algebra which is compact, let
fy^

be a

Cartan subalgebra of
^, let

c
denote the complexification of ^, and let ^ c

denote the extension of
fy^ to

c
. Then

fy c
is a Cartan subalgebra of

c (cf.

[3] , p. 969). We employ the notation introduced in 4.

Select elements \ea \

all roots a! so as to satisfy conditions (1) through (6)

of 4. Let C be a chamber defined by a fundamental system of roots
(j8^, ,/85 ).

Let 0* denote the subgroup of the Cartan group F* which keeps the chamber C in-

variant. To each <* C 0*, we let correspond an automorphism <f>Q
which is an ex-

tension of (*, and which is defined as follows: order the roots lexicographically

with respect to
j3^, , j8 s , apply Weyl's procedure to define for each root a the

number ua , and take care to define ua
= 1 if a is a positive prime root (cf. Re-
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mark 10 of 4). Then the numbers \ua \

all roots a} are uniquely defined, and
<f>Q

is defined as the automorphism ha *hi*a, ea
~~* uae d> *a ^a^ roots a ) Let =

{</>Q |<*6 0\. Then the correspondence <* ><0 of 0* into F is an isomorphism.

For each root
/3-

of the fundamental system being prime in the selected ordering,

^ft" VA (' =7>-"> s) for any <j>Q e 0. Thus
</> e^.

=
e^^fi**!,

...
, s).

In as much as
<f> permutes {)3y, , j8s (, ^ effects a permutation of the generat-

ing set of root vectors
e^., , eQ , e

_g 7
> > e_o (all </>* 0*). It follows im-

mediately that <* >00 is an isomorphism of 0* into F. Since the chamber C is

the interior of a fundamental domain for the Weyl group /*, it is evident that the

Cartan group F = / (semi-direct). In view of the isomorphisms of onto

which is the inverse of the natural homomorphism of onto
,
we have F = /

(semi-direct).

Let us denote by Aut
c , Aut^, Ad

c , Adc ^ the group of automorphisms

of
c , the subgroup of Aut@

c keeping ^ invariant, the group of inner automor-

phism of
c , the subgroup of Ad

c
which keeps ^ invariant respectively. Let

Aut^ and Ad^ denote the group of automorphisms of the real Lie algebra ^
and the subgroup of inner automorphisms respectively. Finally, let 0^ denote the

set of restrictions of automorphisms in the set to ^.

LEMMA 5.2. keeps ^ invariant. Moreover,

(a) Aut
c
= Ad

c (semi-direct),

(b) Aut
c
@K = Ad

c x (semi-direct),

(c) Aut^= fl^. Ad^ (semi-direct).

PROOF. By choice of root vectors, ^ is spanned by fy^
and

\zea -Je_a \

all roots a, z any complex number} (cf. Remark 6 of 4). Let

<f>Q
C and let a' denote <*a for any root a. Then c o- cf'^'

f r ftH roots

a, /3 (remarks (4) and (6) of 4), so that ca
/

gi / c = 1. It follows that ua
~

1 for any a where ua
is the number defined by the relation

<^>0(^a)
= ua ea

'

Thus w.a
= wa

= wa for all roots a. Hence
<f>()(zea 'ze_^)

= zuaeai - -*H_ae_a
/ =

zua ea
"" zua e -a

' ^or eac^ root a * ^n addition ^(^/^) C $r>. Hence ^(/^) ^^*
Assertion (a) now follows from the fact that Cartan subalgebras are permuted

transitively by inner automorphisms.

Assertion (b) now follows from the fact that Cartan subalgebras of ^ are

permuted transitively by inner automorphisms of
^. And finally assertion (c)

follows from the natural isomorphism between Ad^^ and Ad^ that was point-

ed out above.

LEMMA 5.3 Let
<f>

be an automorphism of the compact semi-simple Lie al-
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gebra ^ such that <fr is inner. Then there exists an inner automorphism g of

^ such that g<j> is of order two.

PROOF. We employ notation as above. Then by assertion (c), Aut^ =

Oft Ad^ = Ad^ #/> the latter equality holding since Ad^ is a normal sub-

group of Aut. Select the element g 6 Ad@^ so that g<f> C 0^. Then (g<f>)?
-

g<f>g<f>
=

g<f>(<f>~* g<f>)
is inner and is in

0^. Let h denote the extension of (g<)^

to an automorphism of
c

. Then h C and is inner. Hence h P| / = t identity!.

6. A normal form for semi-simple subalgebras. Let be a real semi-simple

Lie algebra, let
c

denote its complexification, and let denote the conjugation

of
c

with respect to . It is known that there is a compact real form of in-

variant under 6 (cf. [6] or [3] ) We prove here a sharper result.

THEOREM. Let be a semi-simple subalgebra of . Then any compact

real form of c
invariant under Q can be extended to a compact real form of c

invariant under 6.

PROOF. Let be a compact real form of
c

which is invariant under 6.

jt

Let iv- be a maximal compact subalgebra of which includes ^. Since

[6(X\ 0(Y)] = d([X, Y]) for any X, Y e
c , 6( K ) is a maximal compact subalgebra

of
c regarded as a real Lie algebra. By a theorem of Cartan (cf. 3), maximal

compact subalgebras of a semi-simple algebra are conjugate under inner automor-

phisms. Since
c

is semi-simple as a real Lie algebra, there is an inner automor-

phism # of such that #() = K(^). Let <h denote the restriction of ~^0tor o c A A '

jij j|j ry
n

K Then
<f>

is an automorphism of ^ with
<f>

inner. By Lemma 5.3 of 5, there

is an inner automorphism g of ^ such that g< is of order 2. Letting h = gg ,

and a = h6, we have a = hO on where h is an inner automorphism of and

a is an automorphism of of order two. We now extend the domain of definition

of a to all of
c by defining a = hO. a is thus not an automorphism of

c
but

rather a conjugation, i.e., a(aA^ + 6Y) = aa(X) + b a(Y), a([X, Y] ) = [a(X), a(Y)].

Nevertheless, any conjugation of
c

is an automorphism of
c
when we re-

gard c
as a Lie algebra over the field of real numbers.

It is well known that any automorphism of a real Lie algebra can be extend-

ed to an automorphism of the simply connected form G of . Since any automor-

phism keeps the center of G invariant and G modulo its center can be identified

with the adjoint group of , i.e., the group of inner automorphisms of , any auto-

morphism of induces in a natural way an automorphism of the adjoint group of

. Moreover, if
c

is a complex Lie algebra, then the adjoint group of
c
when

regarded as a real Lie group is the same as the adjoint group of the real Lie alge-

bra . Thus the conjugations a and 6, as well as the automorphism h, induces
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in a natural way real automorphisms of Ad( c ), the adjoint group of
c

. We de-

note these automorphisms of the adjoint group by the same letters a, 6, h respec-

tively. We will take care to avoid confusing 0-A and 0(h) = 0A0 - Oh 9. We al-

so observe that A, as an automorphism of Ad( c ), is the transformation h(g) =

hgh-
1

.

We have

/ = a2 = A0A0 = A.0(A)

where / is the identity automorphism of (S . Hence

On the other hand, a - h implies 6 = 6 ~ a h ~ ah, so that

= a(h).

It is known that any element of Ad(@ c ) can be represented uniquely as h e,

where k 6 Ad
c (*) and e e exp ad^J^. Hence 0(A) = a (A) = a(ke) =

a(A)a(e). Since a(^) C @^ and a is a conjugation of
c , a(\/^7^) C ^7^.

As a result a (A) e Ad
c ( K ) and a(e) e exp ad^l K . But 0(A) = A~^ = e^A" 7 =

k'^he"1^1
). Since A"7 e Ad

c (* ) and ke^k"1 e exp adV^I^, we infer

It is known that the correspondence ad Y >exp ad Y, Y C ^1 z^>
is a one-

to-one mapping of ady-7@^ onto exp ad\/^7@^. Since a(y/-l&^) Cy/^-1^
it follows from the preceding remark that a(e

l

) = Ae~*A~^, where e 1 denotes

exp^adY, and Y e \/^T. Hence

0(e<) = (h*
1
a)(e) = A"7

(a(eO) = e"7 A"7 (Ae~^"7
) Ae = e"*.

Let ^
= e"(*). Then

=

Thus ^ is invariant under 0. Furthermore @!^
= 0(^) = A a(^) =

e""
J
A""

7

a(^), so that e (^) C ^. By Lemma 5.1 of 5, it follows that e\X)~X
for all X

'

K . Thus ^
= e"^ (^) C

^;
that is, K is a compact real form

of ^ which is invariant under and which includes (>.
C A.

Proof of the theorem is now complete.
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An immediate corollary of the theorem is

COROLLARY 6.1. Let
;
C

2
C C n

= be an ascending sequence of

semi-simple subalgebras of the real semi-simple Lie algebra . Let ^ denote

the complexification of j(i
= l 9 9 n) and let 6 denote the conjugation of c

with respect to @. Then there is a compact real form ^ of
c
such that

K n | C
*s a compact real form of ^ (i = ! 9 , n).

PROOF. First select any compact real form of @^ c
that is invariant under

0. Then extend it to an invariant compact real form of
2c i extend this, etc.

Take ^ to be the invariant compact form that is obtained for nc (after n ex-

tensions).

Associated with any Cartan decomposition S + S of a real semi-simple Lie

algebra is a unique compact real form ^ of the complexification c
such

that(cf. 2)

fi =
p| K ,

=

Thus Theorem 6' can be restated as

THEOREM 6. Let
'

be a semi-simple subalgebra of and let $'+
'

be a

Cartan decomposition for . Then there is a Cartan decomposition + for

with 'c and S'c.

7. A normal form for real semi-simple linear Lie algebras.

THEOREM 7. Let
^
C ^C C n

be an ascending chain of semi-simple

Lie algebras of endomorphisms of the real linear space 55 (of finite dimension).

Then a positive definite inner product B for S can be so chosen that

;=,- n +
i n e (*'=^ -,)

where $ and G are the totality of skew-symmetric and symmetric endomorphisms

with respect to B.

PROOF. Let y be an arbitrary base in 8, and let
n +j

denote the Lie al-

gebra of all endomorphisms of 8 where trace is 0. Then +O n , n +7
ls semi-

simple and &+6 is a Cartan decomposition for
n +j

where $ and 6 are the to-

tality of endomorphisms where matrices with respect to y are respectively skew-

symmetric and symmetric of trace 0.

It follows from Corollary 6.1 that there is a Cartan decomposition $+6^ for

n+2 suc^ ^at
i D $+

t
*

Pi *s a Cartan decomposition for
f
.(i = J, , n+ J).
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Since any Cartan decompositions of a real semi-simple algebra are conjugate un-

der an inner automorphism (cf. 3), there is an automorphism T of C in nf^

such that T$ T -
ffi, T&T~* =

QQ.
Now let C denote the (unique) inner product

on 8 such that y is an orthonormal base with respect to C, and let B be the in-

ner product on 8 such that B(X, Y) = C(T~* X, T~*Y) for any X, Y in SB. Then

for any ft e 58, and X, y in 8

, y) + ax, kY) = o,

B(TkT~2
x, Y) + su, rftr"7

y) = c(fcr~
;
*, r~7

y) + C(T~*X, kr~* Y) = o

so that fi is skew-symmetric with respect to B. Since $ is a maximal compact

subalgebra of
n+p it consists of the totality of skew-symmetric endomorphisms

of 85 with respect to B. Similarly G is the totality of symmetric endomorphisms

with respect to B whose trace is 0.

Now let G denote the totality of symmetric endomorphisms of 3] with respect

to B. Then
t

- =
; H R +

t fl (* =^ ' *) Pro f of the theorem is now com-

plete.
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